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THE FEDERAL ROLE IN CURRICULUM'DEVELOPMENT, l 50-80

11"r

.1
An Overview e ./

.

'The federal government became involved in c uum ev_ l delopment
.

,

in.the elementary and secondary schools to pursue

about which there vias broad agreement. The first ction of ihe monograph

tain.national.goals

traces the history of that involvement and represents an attempt to put it

in,social. and idglitical perspective. During the course of:the first two,
9.

decides of federal curric4um activity, however, the country became in-
,

S.

creasingly fagmented socially and politically. A sene of national purpose

began to fade, and specOl7interest groups increasingly determin94 policy.

As a result,"the federal role became-more complex and controversial.
p.

.

1).

The second section of this monograph outlines some of the effects

of the policies and irograms developed during this period. The overall' '

impact of federal-efforts has been modest but measurable. Materials, and
.

.

. ,

to a certai1n degree teachifti-activity, have been affected, but to a far
\ 1

lesser extent than many had hoped, expected, and promised.. Much,of the,

influence was ekercised indirectly throdgh publishets, testing agencies,

and the mass media each,of which exerts a stronger influence than

curriculum deve1o36ent strategies would suggest:

THe third section of the paper asks, What kds of policies were(

. formulated in this perfod? Generally, in acCOrd wah the ideal of.

- nationally deterkilled, purpose, most policies.have been of the."center-

./
periphery",type, and they have not been particularly successful. As

society has become increasingly fragmented aAd the ideal more illusory,

the ascendency of special-interest groups served to highlight the

;-"
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uncoordinated,.sometimes chaotic, nature of federal activ y. Unwarranted

assumptions sedm to have undergirded basic federal strk

How are"these events understood'and interpreted? Ass6cated with an

overview of change and innovation'in the schools,, we pos-it tSree analytic

perspectilies: the technological, political, and cultural. When the'rOle.

of tile federal government was to.accomplish national concerns ablrE which

there was high consensus', the technologkcal perspective seemed most relevent.

However, as the society has appeared more divided, the political.and cultural

pe'rspectives.have become increasingly powerful. The perspectiveLire dis-

cussed in part four of the paper.

4

Finally, assuming.that there will contintie to be a strong federal

presen ice n curriculum developpentNa certainty it seems to us), what

should be the federal role? Should it act only in areas Where there is
-Z1*

4 e

broad agreement? Should it assume only a responsive post'ure 'towards

policies initiated by special groups?
i

S ould,7 take a more active

role and try to focus attention And achi ye onsensus and direction on
0,

various issues? These questions are explo in the final'section of .

the monograph.
, ,
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'HIE SOCIAL CONTEXT FOR FEDERAL-CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
#.

ACTIVITY.IN THE 1950s.and 1960s

In analyiing the federal curric6lum dev' opmentlpfforts that began

in::.the 1950s and continure through the1970s as a gtib for policy in
/

.

.16
41mm-

the 1980s, the examination must rest in cbnsiderable measure on an under-

standing of the particular context in which the activities occurred. What

motivated federal involvement? Who did the work? What were some salient
gkg

:
charaCteristi

,
cs of the eaucation systenrat that time?, To develop strategies

for the 80s without 4king how the 80s -s-- different from the 50s would be as
. #

. \

much an error In formulating education poli,icy as it Would be in technology policy,

or defelpe pollcy, or health policy.

Before the mid 1950s, there was virtually no governental effort at

'the nlional level depigned to produce curriculum materials! There was,

Wowever, a lively educ tion debate,.and it was a curriculum debate. It

was centered on the decades-old battle between professors in liberal arts

colleges and professors in chools in education. This heated internecine

conflict over who trains t hers and what they should learn:had beenllin

priAgress at lea'st since.the late 1800s, but while it was a commanding

issue at-most universities, the ramfipations in the natic;n's elvimentary

and secondary schools were indirect and relatively subtle. One could

argue that people of only.modest ability were choosing teaching as a
1.

4career or that,professors of education were,working in a poorly understood

, field of stual,,but it was difficult to relate these views and the campus

, j

battles to actual sPhool practice -- in part, because, w systematic studies

'

were undertlikenktoldetermine, for example, exactly who chose teaching as a

-
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profession, what it is they had learned, and who tauglIlthem.
.

HoweVer Warld War II, and p7ticularly the development of the atom

boMb, greatly strengthened both the seIf-confidence of university-based

academic scholars and their political power. The development of the
/--

practiCal application of atomic energy ya& seen as a triumph of theoretical,

intellectual effort. Furthermore it was considered university-basedfand

an achievemgnt of professlors. The fruit.s Of research were seen by the-

American people,,as never before, as having an impact on daily life.
-

The United States had been increasingly enamored of technology durin.g

the preceding decades, but the developments were seen as a result

of inventiveneis and industsy, rather than of scieAce and theoretical

inquiry. Edisonand.Ford had been the popular embodiments of American

progrebs in the decades before World War II.

4
yith the Allied victory over Germany and Japan, Eingeein becagg a

cultural hero. _This quintessential professor'-- pipe smoking, unkempt,

apparently unworldly -- had developed as an act of mind the basis for

.
dpeating the Axis bwer. People like him had worked intensely

.during the war to translate theory to an awesome weapon that had saved

the world from enslavement. Professors captured the respect of the

American public, and the academic life for the first time perhaps was

)
seen as crgcial to our national survival. This 4evelopment was to be

underscored by the:policy decision that led to the GI Bill and hundfeds

- of thousands of war.veterans flocking to the universities,.. There was
*

1a boost" to sprofessors-and the importghce of a university, education

thaehad never been seen before and, many 'people think, is unlikely

4- (
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to be seen Again. _Higher educatibn was to-expand enotmously. Less

directly, the focus on higher education em asized the ipportance of

education generally in acleving natiot3I aims, including elementary

and.qecondar education.
\

. t w
One of the major rePults of these developments, for,our purposes

.

here, was the fact that the position of university-baSed scholars in

influencing education p ici/s:wis enhanced. Univeicsityprofessors
".% .

d long been tamenting the quAlity of pre-'college educationdn the.

A "0'
battles over.teacher education policy, 'They had been saying_ for fifty

. /

years that stuaents were Arriving at the univesity. without necessary.
.\

. prepar tion. Theinformation high school oadu t d possepsed was ,

..

insuff ?cient, inaccurate, or unimportant -- sometimes all three. What ,

the education-system needed was more inv g lvement bY'university professors 4-

in the creation pf curriculum for'the schoolvmfore.involvement, that is,. ,
A

by professors in the academic disciplines that cot4tituted the high school

curriculum.
1'

J.0' 1 r%. .---"' .1'
: ff

In this climate, in 1951, a project'was started at the'Unlvetsity
,

VA
o .

. -{ i
of Illinois that, while it did not haveovernmen.A financial'support

1 . ..-

initially,was to embody Crtuallit all the features to be found later in To

the most widely accepted and influential of the federal efforts in

curriculum. Under the leadership of Max Beberman, a group was created
-A-1 a.

at'the Universitiv to influence the ;mathematics taught'in high schools.

1

It was called the Univerpity of Illinois Committee on Schoq Mathematics,

and it included professors from"the Department of Mathematics and the

College of Engineering, as well As Beberman hims:4. The qnly feature
-

of the UICSM effort th)at was not to be duplicate4 widely a4 the

Am. \
deral

government became involve\in curriculum developm t activities was the

A

..1
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fact that Beberman himself was a mathematics teacher at the Campus'gib'
University High SchdOl ahd A professor of education.

t

UICSM professors analyzed se ondaryLichool mathematics course's and
S.

concluded that they seldlom included concepts developed'after the year

. ,

1700 and almost never focused\ dn the mathematical ideas professors

ccinsidered important. At Bniversity Hi gh School, Beberman, an

extraordinary te.acher,.demonstrateS that a topic suc'h as se theory

S.

could be taught effectively to secondary school youngsters. Instructional

materials tor use by other 'teachers began to be developed, are at about

this time,:i952, a gant was received by'UICSM from the Carnegie Corpora-

tion which served.to involve even more mathematicians and expand the

number of schools in which the exierimental books could be tried. The

- project also began to receive national attention, in part because.Of

he publicity associated'with receiving a foundation grant.
. ,

By the mid 1950s, a group of professors at MIT and'Harvard under

the.leadership of-Jerrold Zacharias was forming to.examine the secondary

schoOl physics,curriculum: Precisely the same criticism had been

lveled here. The physics taught in high school did nOt reflect the

tOpics,considered of greatest importance,by professors of physics.

-R,Ager, high school physicst textbooks emphasized how phYsical principles

operated,in everyday devices like refrigerators and automobile engines.

In the Cambridge settirik, Zacharias, himself involved in defense work

during World War!II and emboldened by suocesses to be Achieved by
,

,../
.

.,c,
well-mobilized minds, attracted4A group of outstanding physicists to

work on high school curriculum. Several of these physicists also had

beett involved.in weapons gevelopment just a few years earlier.tz
f

<-
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By.:1956, the six-year-old National Science Foundation, which in

its charter had been given responsibility for improving the statf of

, American science education as well as science, began to fund Zqcharias'

Physical Science Sttody Committee. The#verve, motivation, optimism,

rand esprit f PSSC seemed to many Obseryers to be reminiscent of the
,

organization that developed khe atom bomb, and by this time Americans

-were convinced that great minds and plenty of monerould do almost

anything -- even change the secondary schocil curriculum.

It probably is no coincidence that these early nationally otiented

attempts'to change the curriculum were in ehe fields of mathematicsland

/.
sciencd. It'was these subjects that were associated with success in

the war effort. It was these fields that repretented increasingly

for the American people an unqualified good. UICSM and PSSC received
//

considerable publicity in the Nation'.s education press. There were

feature stories in. magazines like Time. The tenor of the publicity,

4. as might,be imagined, was that the outstanding scholars associated with
it t%

411P

these new projects were in the process of remedying ,dxtraordinary
.r

deficiencies in the existing education system. -Indeed, they weKe about

to "reform" the curriculum. Theslear inference for the public was that'

schoola had been mismanaged, the curriculum was antiquated, and. all this

was,.in an almost criminal fashion, depriving youngsters and the society

of a rightful education. The education "establishment" was seen increasingly
4

* by the public as it had 6een seen Tor decades by academics --as self-serving,

unresponaive, and probablwe bitedull-lItted. Of course, this pet:ception

did not go unnoticed by teachers, sc400l administrators, or professors of

.eduCation. One cr two of thes People even objected to the involvement

by scientists, mathematicia. and-engineers in a field in which they

had little 1.P r turpreparation. Bui these mutterings received little

10
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attention, and when they were noticed, thy were viewed as' Lrther

Ao
evidence.of an unresponsive and .self-interested cadre.that should be

ignored.

All the activity described to this point was fully ilavidence and

commanding considerable attention before Sputnik I was launched by the
6

Soviet Union on:4 October 19576 That dramatic event profoundly affettd

thedfcale if not the character of feT effort in curriculum. be

-
defense of the, United States suddenly was seen ag threatened.

A sense of crisia permeated-the dation. Professors tesiified in the

'Congress, and their testimony was believed. iley said that our national

well-being depended, in part, on high quality pre-coliege science educa-

tion. Some of the most eloquent remarks f.iere presented by Edward Teller

in advocating a strong role for the goIernmentmot only in sciehee teaching

at the university level but in elementary and secondary schools as well,..

There is, said he, not only the need for higtily trained scientists and

engineers, but also for a general populatioricthat understands what these

specialists do. Scientific work would not progress fdiquately unless

there was a supportive climate. He drew the analogy with sports in

America. A relatively small number of people are involved in prt;lessional -

e

athletics. The enterprise thrives'hecause there are hundreds of thousands
4

1
.

of fans. .The country needs science "fans". With spch superters, science

and technology would thrive. The place to educate such people is in the

common schools, an0 it is'a national responsibility to do so,
6

This argument and others like it weed perslifisive. The Congress'passed

a.

the National.Defense Edujation Act.of 1958 that called for increased emphasis
r.

4 if:°,

_ on science, mathematics, and foreign language in the.elementary and

4.-

1

1

4
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4 ,. "4,
. 'seconda 'jsc o s. 4ongress alao increased the science education

..4_,4 ;aptarp 14ioris to th-k National Science Foundation to ehable NSF to't .I
gal

te.eflforts irchemistry, biotogy,mathematics,:aild earth
. ,./ ,

.

..

- 9 _

. as well, as physics.
i

I ? '

f\oe:a 1 I. .

1

.
Titeae federal-prIpgrams to influence curriculum in the schools were

.
.

,

fia4thed with little understanding of haw schools change;-and, in fact,
A., . -
.,,

N.
. there, was nof even much discUssion of the suVleet, Froth the tactics

t...

.

. ,.

(.- employed, howevq, clear picturedOmerges of some of the assumptions
4:

implicit in federal programs. 'First', it Was believed that_school
.r

administrators ana teachers are infinitely pliable. Second, it was

assumed that if a programocqpiidered sound were to be devieloped by

S.
4. authorities it science and mathematics, Atese programs would-,fineLtheir

.
,

ii(
.

way into the schools...there was, in fact, basis for bale beliefs. Corriculum

4s-
.

developers at the time.thought they saw teacrs using whatever curri=4 -,. ,
culum materials were provided by commercial pulllishers with littte Attempt

.9

either to create'their.own programa or modigy that which had been provided.

igurtherMore, secondary schoor.teachers,,particularly in science and math-

bit 4!metat. (like everyone else), admir he achievement of scientists a d
, 4, ,,

.

,
,..b.-

ematicians during the preceding fiftesa_years. Many of these.teacher$,-

identified with-the univeraity-based scientists and.basked in the'reflected
1

glory. After Sputnik, they too were viewed by the general,public as ke3;

figur4 in!'improving the Taense polepre of the United States.

, -, ,-
'Nis ilaw a heady time for science- teachers. _New _programs were funded -

.
,-

-

4
.

'fp .-, .

by the National,6cience Foundation that enabled high school teachets of
1. ,

.

. .

, -4 , . .. p

.

`a

.
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- science and mathema ics to atteila summer classe(4at univesIties to

.1e.arn agout new courses and modern content. Stipepds ere Provided 15y
.

.

gdvernmentthat even .iniclyiled .allowances for aependents.

in:the.cuer.icitlum drrelopment,policy of:the tyre was the bel

-
,

.

,
. - . . .

new-currieulum cave9pers had goals that not,only were identical to tho e
.

411.

Lmplicit

iefA"that the

-14

I.
. ,df the gener41 popolatiOn but'to the bals (i'f. high-School-teachers and.

it .; .
,.

-44
A

. . i
.

administrators,as wpll. To the degree that'auch assumpeions were 'Well
dill .

Aounded,'and by and large they weA, there Was little questioning of
.

the strategy-cholem.forcgrriculum change. The sodial climate favore,d
41

. changes of the type advocated by the scientists and mattiematiciatia to

such a icyree'that the topic of mechanieM'for educational change

seldom aebse.

<

In retrospect, as one views the historic exclusion of the federal

41.

government from policy of the public schools, partlylar1Y cui-ric um,

start.ling that virtually no-one raised objections the me to

the dramatic new role assuMed by.Washington. Quite the con , 'in ifact.'

Such was the generally ade'cepted view that national defense as clearly

national concern and tlie schools at instrument for)achi ing nationally

defined purposes that the new initiative's Met with little but eahusiasm

from legislators,'teachers, school administrators, and the public at

large. There'was virtually no talk aboutlOcal autonomy or the fact

that education ii a field constitutionally reserved for state-level

initiative. '

The only significant objection tostrong federal involvement in

curricialum activities in the late 1950s, in fact, was voiced not on

legal or historical grounds but on grounds of feasibility: These

1 3
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reserVations, voiced.largelY by one person though a powerful orie,-is one

of.the only signs that there was any'serious consideratiOn in the,early
10,

stages,of the clirriculunt development movement about how schools actually

-change. James Conant, by then7 a'foi-mer Harvard President,:and a pOwerful

figure in scienee policy, warned, the. National Science Foundation against
. . 0

moVing into thq elementary-iknor field. He felt that the elementary

schoola 4e tOo.large.and diffuSe an enterprise for the federal government

to have much iipact oil practice. He noted that there Fere few teachers
ft,

/
,'n the elementafy- schoell f*Tho taul4ht only science. The common pattern was

'

-f rreach teacher to take responsibility for all subjects. Though he'

-
school,- he wondered how the gove'çtr4ntcoul.d reach one million:elementary

recognized the importance of effe4tive-science teaching in the eleMentary
,

school teachers (in 1959). The sc e was significantlidifferent for

secapdary school teachers of scienc and mathematicS only about 30.000.

Furthermore, secondary sthool teachers of science and mathematies re-
. -*

presented a relatively permanent run.. Elementary school teachers,
,

largely female, constituted a rapidly shifting population. By same

''estiMates at that tipe, there was a turnover of half of the group of

elecantar410Choo1 teachers every thiee.years. -Conant argued that the

effects on actual science teaching in the classroom of even a massive

, federal effort would be minimal. He)wai toncerned also that a major

provam at the elementary school level-would detract fram efforts to

improve high-school teaching.

'The prailing view 'on Ehe National Science Bosirdi the gover4ing

body of NSF, and in the scientific community was thil science and

14
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.iathematics education shOuld be improved with federal help beginning
r

1

in the'elementary school grades: To overcome the objections of Mr,

Conant, NSF commissioned a study.that igas conducted by the American

. ,

ASsociation for the 'Advancement of Science of the feasibility of.movi-hg j ..
,..

.

-,..

inta elementary-school science.
.

The AAss conducted several
t 1 ,

,

.
'regional conferences toyKich.outstanding.scienfists apd many p'ublic-school

..:0-.

-'.'%.i
r

administrators were invited. The result was a recommendattgp that NSF.
. f

.4
( .became involved in the improvetent of ele*ntarysChool sy.enoe and"

40thematics.

Conailt's otije,ctions served to delay the entry of the Nalonal

,

Science Foundation into .Che elementary-schdol field.by about one year.
,

\
. / .

By ,the start of the,1960s, two federal agencies,.the N atiotyd, Science
..

.r. ,
Foundation and the Office of Education,'were strongly committed.to

modifying school cUrriculum nationally, and there.maa no longer A . ex
0

dissenting voice. Teachers, particularly science and mathematics teachers,

welcomed the new federal interest; natidnal attention was drawn to their

centrality in addresAing a major problem, improving the country's space

and defense posture. Teachers were paid duringthe summer to study

*the new methods at universities' across the covintry. In

many summers t ere were %several hu drdd institutes from which science and

. mathematics teachers could choose.

National Science Foundation actiVities in curriculum development
-^r

during the early years did not receive searching attention from politidal
0 4

.

figures either. Rather,, since the NSF enabling, legislation stipulated,

that the Foundation had.responsibilities for improving sEience 4

)- education, priMaiy initiative was allowed to remain almost exclusively

.15
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with the.Natloilal SCience HOard with only preeMptory review by the . i.

..

, ,

\.,
r,

.

.-. CohgresS. -,

. .
f

N
! .

I.-

I ,.

, On the other hand, the passage of the Naticinal Defe4se Educatioh.
. .

.
.

.1
- 'Act Cif 1958 ciMe'only.ifter thtroggh congresisional study.- As.indicated

earlier, ther<were'well-publicized.congressional'hearings that served

ac e plAtform for advocates of an enhanced:governmental role in .

-%
education affairs. Whi-lethe Act did not mandate directly/a curricul6m

function for the.gedeil government, its passage left no qiies0.on that
,

local Iducation m..ltters were of national concern. The name.of the Adt

suggests clearly that the Congress saw a powerful relationship between
.1k

4 .
.

.

.2 strong education system and an adequate national-J defense. The t95g
.

1

.,
legislation

)

was the strongest aignat yet that there are occasions for
.

'Congressional attention to matteip'of elementary and secondary education.
.

. ..
' __, .

,

The early and mid 1960s, ttre..Kennedy and' eilrly Johnson years,
.

.1.

reflected'a high degree of cOnsensus about natiOnal aims As well as'a strong
.

A '

sense of optimism regarding the ability of government to modify.social
\

institutions. However, by this time naikional priorities had begun to

shift. Relatively rapidly, Americans began.turning their attention

away from issues directly focused on the.Cold Wae-and toward pressing

7

4omestic problems. In particular, the countr, Was becoming inereasingly

sensitive to problems associated with racial friction and poverty. Th

space race still commanded interest, but'domestic issues now dominated

'the political scene. The civil rights movement won a number of

f.Mportant court victo ries in matters like segregation, educational

4
access, and voting. The 1954 Brown decision had Served as 'aispecial impetus

to Kass for progress. Civil rights leaders gradually became m

16
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with the electorate,

4
drameticprogress

.talkiniabout

welface,progra
.

Of. povdrty.

S.

4 /
AcCoMpliihments seemedsubstantial, and

A .

ality/appeared feasible. Americans were

4/So iety, a nation characterized by health.and,

woAd mi.tigate aUbstantially the debilitating-effects'

tantry Tuoved- toward racial justice. 46-

warcceq

S.

Lynd dn reli,shed the attention to domestic idsues. His special

interes

Cons

.dome

d s_hpd s, and he liked being called the "Education President".

h Wis 7ffort to emulate Franklin RooseVelt and improve the

Of.Americanq,- he devoted monumental personal effort to assure

/ *

p ge of the EileMentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. A .major
( A

fet this legislation, Title I, established a "compefisatory education"

m, q iimve schooling in debilitated urban areas. It was thought-

, I / i

th/e/c Ipt;ly's worst problems were inthe cities bespuse of the influk ,

.
,

from the rural South. Curriculum development waspart ofooni)

na

we

t jraise educational achievement among 'groups whose life, c,hances tradi-

rt, and it was to affect Virtually every metropolitan area in_

try. / .

"By the end of the Johfison presidency, then, there was major federal

I,
4

.

. .

eatibn effort direCted toward two broad goals. Ole.was designed to

ove sdience and mathematics education with a view toward helping the

ion meet its'needs for highly skilled specialidts. These programs
*

e really a legacy of the Eisenhoufer years, The other was intended

nally had not beenfprnmising. The nation seemed comMitted to progress

.;both quality and equality-in education.

5

.. 5,

t
11.
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So strong was the optimism aboutthe potential of schools in meeting
. .

. national aims that somd of'America's largdst:torporations, seesini'a_

- .

huge markett,began to move fnto the education field by acqu*ring textbook

a

, -

firms And education equipment companiesRaytheon, Xetox, General:Electric,/

Westinghousefahd ife 'all saypotential profit in the edutition
:

t- .

business,and mbved to position theMselyes to take full advantage. In

short, thell. was littld questioning of the nation's capability or unity.

The Modd was bullish. Progress ieemed natural id education and in

virtUally all other spheres of spcial policy. The problems were severe

I.

1
but manageable. The country was strong and-pnited.`

a

But with President Richard Nixon's first term came n increasing

inclination'to examine the results of-Social policy initiatives that had been

4aunched during.the preceding decade: The economy was.turning sour. The in*

/

zreasingly costly and unpopular-Vietnam War had forced President Johnson kat to

.1 .

run for a secOnd term. There was a growing tendency to examine I
/

.

critically the effects of government policy in a variety of fields.

Nixon came to'office tot only ideologically committed to a reduced role
F.

.

/
fqr governiiient in alleviating social problems but, also at a time when /

the. national mood was turning: toward self-criticism, tinged, in the calie /

of,yietnam,

One began to read about the enormous invest/rents made in improving
i

hous.ing-for fhe pdor, but also.about a resultat loss of a sense of

community. Unemployment had been attacked directly by government, but4
-

it seemed the problem was still severe. Cpngress and the courts often

took the'lpad in tryding'to ease race relations, but conflict between,-
black and.white seemed to most readers bf the daily newspEeper ta be

,
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-

k

. .. -
undiminished. The poor were very much with us despite ambitious social

..

welfire,programs that hadohanel(ed many millions of dollars'toward

. .

alleviating problems 'clf.poverty-.vSuddenly, it seemed the buoyancy and
Ir .

. ', .

optimism .ftuat characterized social-..poli,Ey formulairiqn just a feW years
. , *

. .. \

earlier had, disappred.

*

3

Much ofthe oirert and most viJent protest about the was was%
r (

centered on campuses, and it was lfid not only by students but by some

faculty. The fact that the university' was a strong base of political

unrest probably contributed to some .loss of lustre associated with

academic activity. Professors no lonter seemed the dispagsionate and

ob)4ctive source of intellectual energy the4 had appeared to be just

a lew years earlier. .They were like the rest of.us. Theyt too, had

political interests-. They; too, made mistakes. 't

As cdnsensus diminished about broad national purposes, 'the United

States moved gradually into a period in which-special-interest groups

Aecame more-prominent. Traditionally ..-Folligroups,,like political

parties, began to losesome of. their power. During t,he 1976s unlike the

1960s, governient came to reflect not a negotiated national consensus

but rather the ascendancy of special groups. Of course interest-groiip

politics had always been a feature of the American#scene,1.but the effects

of these.groups ebbs and flows,depending;upon..t e sense of national unity.

The 197'0s came to be a decade where each group -- and there now were many

Nsne than there halobeen heretofore-- advanced its own causes with little

N41
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,

reg4rd forthe general welfare. ikft4r a time, it was not necessary

in advancing the political fortunes of a single gtoup to çaim that the

general welfare utas thereby advanced also. Special-interest grovs for the .

handicapped, for women, ffor minority ethnic groups; for homosexualls, and

for the aged Were just aAew of thdse that mOved to new aggressive

,

,

activity. during this piriod. Organization& representing these'intereits

were strengthened conaiderably by decisions of the courts that'broadebed

the applicability of civil rights legalation and ip legislatt;res that

moved towara the samg.goal.
.

4111*

Teacherp, too, began to act more as a special-interest group. 'They

became unionized rap'ply from 1965 to 19754 This militanciY weakened.
A

the identificatio of teachers, especialAy at the high school level,

with scholars ili the various disciplines who were based at universities.

It also strengthened the sInte ofindependence that helpd maka teachers

residtant to external initiative* from any quarter, incluaing government.

Science teachers, for example, tended less ,.to see ehemselves as physicists

or bio

other teachers.

moreas teachers with interests allied with.those of

4

eir relationships with many external groups gradually
,-*

became adversarial ai tfiex-attempted to assert their own prerogatives as

/ 5 +

teachers, not only in advancing conditions of employment as unionized
.

Workers alimys hal,4one,, but in establishifig professional independence
s

.

(...%

with reiard to issues-like curriculum develiment and teaching methods..I.
. Paradoxically, while governmental initiatives,were filling-under a

,

P

cloud and people were resisting government programs because they felt

such programs were ineffective or unnecessarily intrusive, the saue
-

people Often were trying to use government to adva#ce heir" own causes.

2 0
4

4
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By the middle and late 1970s, extraordinary fragmentation of the

American, society seemed obvious 'to most observers. A major indicator

in education was the establishirent of new, often.non-secta2ian,

privately supported qchoors. While many of. these schools were created

as a reaction to government dltrecvaa that required busing of public-
,

school children to achieve racial integration and were A reflection of

racial prejudice, other schools were started by middle-class parents,

,

blaek and white, who began to see the schools as progressively) less .

ka entive to the needs of their own children because, without new resources,

--
sch ols were required to respond to the demands.of- special-interest groups.

,

For example, the courts often sent delinquent children back to clagsrooms

4 where-they\ad been (and where-they would- continue to be) highly disrliptive

and comdanded disapproportionate amounts of toeacher time. Si milarly, handi-
.

capped children were placed in regular classTookis without additional

resources, being provide0 fpr the teacher, thus forcing the teacher Co

redirect attention ,from "average" youngsters tO a new gtbup..

'
Federal curriculdta levelopment.activities in the 1950s an& 1960S

eif seems to'have cleared the path for a broad presence by the

nationargovernment in education. In the early days of federaL involvemdnt,

government action was seen as beneficial, or at leastjoenign. Less so in

the 1970s, but by,this tilue few people were questioning the role.of

gover:nment in the schools. A particularly vociferous public outcry

about federal activity in the curriculum fieldlignaled. the exis4nce,

of serious problems in the mid 197400. An NSF-supported curnculum project

title& "Man-A Course of Study".IXACOS), Vial its anthropologically.orientjd'

A

descriptions'of non-Western societies, seemed to some' groups to challenge
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4

Lliditionally accepted yalues.of(famil4;!1u4Ity1and sexual behavior.

4"
'414

NSF actiVy in curricurum was' slowed dOwn sofnewhat as a resat of.

congressional.objectit. As the 1.170s progressed, it was becoming

Clearer that. federal involvement in currictilum develbpment sould be

4 0 c.
,Conoroversial; and the issuet were complex tho g verament was

unlikely to get out of. the classroom.
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SOME EFFEM OF FEDERAL EFFORTS t

Curriculmi development activities can-be classified into three

categories: generic dei.relOrment, curriculum policy-making, and

site-specific development. The vast majority.of federal efforts

fall into the first two categories. (Walker, P976). Generic

development is characterized by the;deisign and production of curriculum

pfans and-materials that are viewed as broadly applicable in certain .

scho6ls or grade levels. Such de4Iopment inclu es creation and

testing of pilOt versions of a curriculum, as well as marketing it.. The

earliest curriculum efforts of the National Science Poundation:.sueh as

- the Biological Science Curriculum

Almost, most of the activities of
e.

C`t--1

and research and development centers-fell into this category, though the
--

Study materials, were of this type.

;

the federally supported regional laboratories

d centirs have tried other approaches as well. Another exdiple is

the national Follow Through prograre-w4ch attempted to develop entire

generic curricula for'disadvantaged children in kindergarten through

third grade.

The second type of activity, curriculum policy-making, conSists.of

establishing ground rules, criteria, and .limitS with which partivilar

programs musecomply. State laws and court reulings are examples. The

federal "Categorical" programs -- efforts that earsiark funds for certain

carefully specified purposes -- are in this category. School districts

receive federal funds if they cdnform to certain rules and regulations.

Examples indlude compensatory education programs, Title III of the

Elementary and Seeondary Education Act, the Right-to-Read program, and

most bilingual education programs.
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The third approach is site-Specific development which iS directed

-toward modifying the curriculum of a particular school or school district.

0, This approach includes identifying local needs or prgblems, adapting.generic

materials to I conditions or developing nes. / materials.

Site-specific deve opmerit requires intricate knowledge of local conditions

and is relativeW rare ong federal efforts. One example is the Experimental

Schools Project in which a few districts were given funds to change their

I.

curricula as they saw-i,ft.

trik

Prior to federal involvement in curriculum development, generic materials

were almost exclusively th responsibilitY of Commercial publishers, and a

few textbooks dominated the field in almost any subject area. A single

tex4hpok, for example, captured half the market in tenth-grade biology.

Only publishers with large shares of the marktt earned sufficient revenue-

to undertake development, and these companies had little incentive to

'make changes. Teachers were h g ky dependent on ftese.taterials. In

effect, a standardized,national curriculum existed in most fields. The

pattern was intenbified by.state-wide textbook adoption agencies. In the

Southeastand in the State of California books were purchased

for use throughout a st4tq. TherefOre publishers directed their activities

- toward.winilirig sales from the large purchaiers. In otber parts of the

country, where there was less. state-level dominatiIn of the text-selection

process, purchasers had little choice but to use the materials produced by

the commercial publishers for the states where there was a single adoption.

Same investigators (Wirt 'and Quick) have conluded that the.NSF-sponsored

curriculum development activities altered this pattern of conformity, at
l,

least in science and mathematics education. The Biological Sciences

)

Curriculum Study Materials were markedly different in: both,ca ent'and

4ii
,

.40
S.. 9 4
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teaching method from existing textbooks. In a relatively short Seven
oft

.years'aftr initiation of the project, the BSCS materials held 30% of,-

the market. Of greater significance, perhaps, was the fact that the main-
.

line published materrial in biology was altered sj.gnificanzly fo incl de

topics introduced by BSCS. On the other hand, there was a -major emph is

during the. curricu/um reform movement on altering'teaching styles.

Youngsters were expected to engage in firstrhandainquiry using approaches

similar to those employed by scientists, as wellits to learn about topics

Considered important. There is little evidence, however, that this feature .

of the curriculum development movement ever had much impact.'

ft

The Biological Sciences Curriculum Study is usually consid9ced the'

most succaasful of the curriculum development projects in influencing

. practice. Attempts to partial out costs suggest that after five years.01.
4

development, intensive efforts to "disseminate" the program, and major
%

attention to teacher,- education, development costs' were only about 50 cents

per student affected. It must be noted, however, Chat theNsuidience was.

small (fewer than' 20,000 high school biology teachers), and it was a

relatively stable group. The Physical Science Study Committee project;

captured a much smaller fraction of high school physics instruction,

though there were (and-are) many fewer physics teachers than biology t cher

A contributing factor in the differentiatrate of adopti8n may have been

the fact that BSCS proauced three different versions of a high school

"biology course, thus giving the interested teacher some choice.

In the late 1970s, the National Science Foundaticin commissioned three.

studies designed, in part, to ascertain the effects of.their efforts in

k

A

' 4
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curriculum. development.. -It waS found that the science texibook was still
.

. , .
! 4

.

. consideredipe key to'information ind the instrumen t-of teaching and
.
..

. 4

.
-t.

,

. _ -

. , learning. (Stake and Easley, 1978). Classroom Ee hing S'tYles in
. 0

. .

-
- .

-.
.

.. ..

science-c. lipses.(as contrasted with topics- to be studied) were unaffected
?. . ... .. _

. .. . * .4 .
.

by fegeral curricUlum efforts.:. The standard mOde.of tea ching was to asiiii
. .

,

sections of-the.textbook, tecite in class: test, and discuss. Not a single

NSF-supported science or mathematies curriculum project advanced tfiis

instructional method; in fact-, most of-them were designed to cbunteráct

. the recitation method by placing more resPonsibility for inquiry in the

hands of'the student. It was olear that the classroom eeachdr was a

key determiner to teaching style. They Were influenced by extemal

factors only to the extelpt that it suited them to be so influenced and

their circumstances allowed.

The NS10-supported_curiculum developers advocated relafively informal

0

teaching styles that would enable youngsters to identify key problems and

undertake serious invefri.g4tLns. At the elementary school level, i5 was
r'.

thought thai ehere wa

.

*

able educational-advantage in being opportunistic:

Scientific events were to be studied as they coptured the attention of the

teacher and children. Such an approach to teaching requires considerable 4;

skill on the part of ihe teachei to avoid th$ appearance of chaos and

lack ordirectionr-but inierest in such methods peaked sharply in the

.early 1970s 'as Americans'began to hear about informal methods in Britain

at the primary-school leVel that seemed to lead to worthwhile educational

ends. Enambred of reports from England (usually-by Americans), education

journalists began to tell the public about4joylessness,in the classroom,

about tfte fact that American teachers were entirely too formal'.
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However thiN development was quickly subEerged by the overwhelming
4 P41. 6

pressure to create a well-defined and tightly structured curriculum at

the elementary-school level. Inasmuch as financial constraints were

becoming an increasingly important factor in decisions about education

policy as the country began to fall on hard times, the pressures for

greater explicitness in-the accomplisbments of the schools became'

intense. Student achievemedt was declining,as measured by test scores

(though it was seldom noted that a higher percentage of the ige cohort
.

1113111

w

)
taking the tests). The'solution seemed to be to clarify thd' objectives

J),

o the'school, develop tests to measure progress toward meeting the\
,

objectives, and standardize instructional procedures to enable teacherk,..

to achieve the goali efficiently.

vement to emphasize the technological features of instruction

drew sUstenance, in part, from a national attraction to the virtues of

business and industry. It is an article of faith in America that business

procedures are a major qpntributing factor to American progress, and if.

only these protedures were used more broadly -- in the schools, for

example -- progress'would be faster. Teachers and school administrators did

not seem to object strongly to the introdugt of objectives-oriented

,---Instruction. While there was some apprehensiveness about these trends,

many teachers appreciated the appareni order and assurance brought to the .

classroom. They may have appreciated even tore the fact that they could'

speak with parents and others in the communIty with greater clarity and

confidence.

In the 1960s, the attempt tc itOrolre dducation for the poor and.

otherwise disadvantaged did not seem to conflict with-policies to improve

education for the 41ented. But by the 1970s,the harmoniousness

9

0,
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. of the .ggta was in doubt. -Egalitarian,pressures, 'reflected in par/ by

,

the sct4es of special-interest groups Ad financial stringencies,

seem to hive blunted the major thrust of early, NSF7supported curriculum

devecopmenst activities in training a scientific elite plus. supporting

"fans". Back-to-basics and."minimum-competency" commanded attention.

Laboratory work translated poorly into gains on test scores and tended.

to disappear. ,Reading came even more to dominante the elementary-school-

%
curriculum.

APsomewhat altered view of.federal curriculum development activitY

from that which prevailed in NSF proj;cts was evidenced in the Follow

Through project, the largest education experiment ever conducted in the

'United States. More than twenty.different approaches to educating poor

children from kindergarten through third grade were funded at a cost of

$500 miilion over a ten-year period. The program was designed to"follow

the popular Head Start effort which was focused on the pre-school Years.

An evaluation effort was commissioned to compare the standardized

tests results of the various approaches in order to determine-which one

was "best". (Stebbins et al, 1977). Presumably the government would

endorse and disseminate the.programs.considered most successful, an

e
entirely new role for Waskington in education. The evaluators concluded

. that "basic.skills" approaches were best, and this finding was seiged

upot by the mass media and headlined.acrosa the country, thus fueling

the back-to-basics movement, which.had not existed when the Follow

Through program had been initiated ten years earlier. fact, the

evaluation findings were'strongly contested as being misleading and

mistaken. Gains recorded on the standardized tests were minor.

Of considerable potential policy signifiCance, the test gains ith
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Follow Through evaluation varied substantially from one community to

another. Thesame approach, apparently, would do well in one own and poorly

'in another. It was difficult to justify the government intent, namely

certifying one program as beibg best. ,Furthermore, few schools, adopted

,--41/4

any of the Follow Through approaches in pure form, though the existence

of the tlearly distinguished approaches,seemed to have influenced thinking

significantly about early dhildhood education'and the materials produced

by _commercial publishers. Thus, this government effort resulted in

sharper diversity of apftoacheA, Verials, and traini3ng than had existed

before the project, even though the valuation did not resolve the issue

of which approach was best. Perhaps the more visible diver4ty did underscore

the point, however, that professionals ih the field of education are not

certain abo ich programs are most effective. If professionals seem

not td be sure of themseilves, then perhaptb politicians and lay. groups
( .

think themselves.,More justified in advancing their own preferences.

-

1,n the mid-sixiies the federal government created and funded thirty or so

regional educational laboratories and research and development centers. The
#

change they followed was the development of generic materials similar

to,the1NSF pattern. Fifteen years later one of e original lab.directors

assessed the lab efforts; "If sales are the measure of success, then you can

say they failed. If program qualiti developed over time is di, measure, then

they have succeeded" (Robinson, 1970). .

In developing and dissemiAating new materials, the labs and centers

ran afoul of commercial publishing. The linear development of materials

envisioned by the federal government did not'include publishers, and

ft
puhlishers were successful in preventing large sums of money from being

spent in dissemination (Robinson, 1979). The labs encountered difficulties

in getting their materiali into use.

25 ;
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Those project materials that weee marketed by commeicial publishers also

had problems. Por example, materials from,an aesthetic education project

were marketed in large, expensive, multi-media kits. No one in the central

office particularly cared about the materials, and many eleuentary teachers

were threatened by them. Commercial salesmen, who were used to selling

conventional textbooks, had a problem in making their sales pitch. In

the first year of dissemination, the lab itself Accounted for $300,0.00 of

the $350,000 in total sales and was stuck with an expensive inventory of

unsold materials. "The whole scheme was'wrong," according to the lab director.

In shore, the labs and centets produced voluminous material's for which

there was no market. On the one hand, national development was funded by

,

the federal government krathet than consumers), which insisted that the

/materials fulfill an important "need." One the.other hand, dissemination

and use of the

administrators

materials d4ended on what the consumers, the teachers and

wanted and could affoO. The government wanted somefhing

new, but the educato'rs wanted something they knew how to use (Robinson, 1979).

The lead time for material development waa seven or eight years, which

meant that the developers were trying to anticipate use of the materials

fifteen years hence, &t uncertain business in i society in which educational

,fads last only a few years. Long-range development was high risk, and there

was "no orchestration' tpeen development and demand. On the other hand,

commercial materials ;iere often not well conceived, developed,,or, field-tested.-

In the face of such an unstable market, a mixed strategy often makes sense.

The government might sapport.a limited number of long-term, high risk projects

(which might succeed through indirect influence on commerical Oblishers) and

also develop open-ended materials that peachers could change and more likely

use. Small, free-standing units of materials atee d4OP likely to fit into the
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exist ng school structure: Early federal policies prohibited this type of

development since it was not different enougtt from current practice

(RobinsOn, 1979).

One.such program which seems to have been successful was the Experienceb
/-
,

.Based Career Educcation program developed by four regiopal fabOratqries

(Farfar et al, 1479). Each lab developed a .model of education for its

region, complete with extensive materials. During implementation, the

local schools frely adapted-the materiala.to their own preferenceszand

circumataAces, deleting and revising without hesition. In some sites
a,

entirely new components were added.

The schools also made changes in the, way they operated to accommodate the

EBCE program, but far more extensive changes were made in the program itself.

Often.the EBCE materials (disseminated with vocational education funds) were

used in totally unexpected ways. The EBCE.program--Was voluntary, rathei than

categorical, and depended on incentives such as recognition, free training, and

materials. Researchers characterized the development oUlocal programs as

evolutionary (Farrar et al.,.1919).'

Several federaf cdrriculum development efforts soughi to fAster categorical
,

development:- Title II/ (innovativp projgcts) of the Elementary and .

Seconda

and the vocati

ucat Act ot 1965, Right-to-Read, Title VII (bilingual...projects),

ducation exemplary projects. These initiatives, which

generally involved work directly with local school.districts, provided

fundingifor a three to fiv.e year pelliod with the expectation that the

programs would be continued with local support.

31
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The Bnd Corporation wis commiSsioned by the Office of Education to

effects of these programs.. The conclusion reached was that

there seemed to be no cliss of educational interventions thit.had been

found consistently to lead to'improved student achievement, that succ'essfill

.projects had difficulty sustaining their momentum for more than a-year or

two, andthat individual projects were not easily replicated or disseminated.

In the Rand study; perceptions of success were viewed as the outcome measure.-

The availability of external funds often led to the Eidoption of projects

but did not insure successful implementation. The Rand investigators

found that "the net retu'rn" to the federal. inVestment was the adoption,

of many innovations, the successful tmplementation 9f few, and the long

1Puh continUation of still fewer..." (Bermah and McLaughlin, 1978, page 6).-

A Ford Foundation study had reached similar conclusions.

The difference between success and failure usually depended on how

the school districts implemented their prdjects, not on federal guidelines.

Local concerds and characteristics'overshadowed federal strategies, and

this result was evident regardless of educaitonal methods or cost of the ,

. ,

prOjeCt.

In several studies it also was noted that the principal's role was

critical. The principal Rad not only to approve but also cactivilly

promote the project for it to sUcceed. Success was also enhanced

by systematic teacher education, teacher participation in decision7aking,

the participation of the principal in special training programs,'ldtal

development of materials; regular project meetings and practical problems,

classroom assistance from proiect and district stiff, and teacher observa-

tion of similar projects -- all methods!bf,engaging attention and participation.

32
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V
Another federal effort to'develop wite-specific curricula Was the

Experimental School Progrard (ESP). In the early seventies, the ESP

sought comprehensive change at the local level that would not emanate

from the "tbp". It attempted to elicit local commitment to the change

effort by allowing teachers and administrators more control over the

development and management of Tthe local ESP,pro) ct. *Local,autonomy

_twat the policy. t

"The ESP taff reasoned that.previous federal change efforts had ,

failed because of a.lack of site-level commitment and a resultant .

fragmentation of ffort. Truly cbmptehensive'change in the local

Or

school, district would.include changs. in curriculum development, community

particpation, staff development, administration, and organization.

Although the ESP staff allowed each school.district to develop its own

plan around

the/plp to

central theme of the district's choosing, they dila eipect

'1

bi characteriied by these five.major element's. (Cowden and-

.dohen, 1979).,

Relatively few local.districts applied for the substantial funds

available. In those that did, local administrators. wee unable to

devise plans.that.satisfied the ESP staff. The school administrators

_could net provide the degree of coordinption that the ESP staff expected%

Local princilmts were interested only in their own schools, and local

teachers had little knowledge of the iirograms

ESP-staffers attributed this reaction to local resistance to federal

'plans and intentions. Federal officials continued to...believe that change

'
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could be managed in a ceAtralized way by the administration of the,

local school district, failing to comprehend the loosely structured,

aecentralized nature of school distri4s (Cowden and Cohen, 1979).

Federal preconceptions.sometimes conflicted with local values:

Many local administrators saw more community participation in school

affain, which'the ESP staff wahted, as leading to.eVen less coordinated

.control, which th,e, ESP staff also wanted. For failures in the program

the fecital monitors held the local administrators accountable, in-

terpreting the absence of tight local coordination'as lack of w,11-or

lack of'itinlligence, or both. Local administrktors saw the federal

officials as thick-witted, heavy-handed, and undermining of local

authority. 0

Federal reformers also thought that coherent chanig could be

facilitated by new knowledge ger4rated by research and evaluation.

Local practitioners had little use for such social science knowledge.

The ESP staff 61sume4 that social science knowledge was superior to

orainary and prcifesiional knowledge. In fact, the new knowledge
QM

was perceived .by local practitioners as either irrelevant oF

threatening. The federal staff wanted a "holistic" picture of

educational change, lout none of the evaluators was able to.provide

it.

In'their analysis of why ESP failed, Cowden.and Cohen (1979) Contended

that the federal staff had a naive 4iew of how school districts function.
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'An- fact, local schools are semi-autonomous from the district's dentral

administration.. Whereaefederal officials saw the primary task as one

f reforming the local schools, the 1pctil practibioners on whom the

(, ' projects depended iaw the primary task as one of maintenance.

Looking beyond adoption of specific projects in gauging the impact of

the federal role in curriculum development, it is possible to d tect a range

f changes, some.of which may be more profound than.modification of a

particular course in biology or'a particular second-grade Program _designed

tp improve the teaching of.reading. Conceivably the major legacy of

curriculum activity by the federal government in the 1950s and 1960s is

the federal presence itself in this. field. Because there was such a high

degree of consensus about national S oals and becaupe the first federal

Curriculum activities were in science and mathematics which were fields

4.
I

'I initially associated unambiguously with progress, a monuuental
1 .

change in the country's educational traditions took place with hardly a
1

.

urmur of dissent.

In the late 1970s, as consensus diminished and controversy indreased

about the purposes of schooling, it was.difficult to reorient the terms

of the debate to focus on the constitutional question of a legitimate
.

d ral role. Also, by this time, schools were unAr extraordinary

n nciai pressure. The eight nine percent of the local education
.

lud et provided by the federal govertment turned out not to be marginal

but essential. School districts had learned to depend on federal money.

Whi e there itre frequent and loud Congressional as well as state-level

pro estitions affirming the principle of local autono y in education,

35
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as on the occasion of Congressional debate'surroundiaglestablish7.

ment of the .new Department of Education or in the klACOS furor,, such,

-rhetorical pourishes show little sign of leading tp a dimninution of

P the federal role in any aspect of.education,"including surriculum..

One of the more salutary results oflIederal involvement in curriculum

development may have been the power of the model tfiat was presedted to
I

textbook publishers and teachers. Especially in.the IkiSF-supported projects,

0
experts in:the subject matter fields were involved in itne preparation of

4
curriculum mpterials. Also, field trials of potential text material were

employed extensively. These features of ipstructional-materials production

are now commonplace. neld trials are often required,. in Iact, by state
4

teXtbook-adoption agencies. While there are no studies of the matter,

it seems reaionable to assuMe that as a result of participation by

specialists textbooks are more accurate than they, were before the advent

of fedelsal activity.

One way that government becomes an influential participant in

edueation-related decisions is by requiring that certain procedures be

edfoloyed even if there iS tio direct-suggestion about the curriculum to

be used: The major rubtqc whereby the federal government ,becomes involved

in such matters is to assure fairnesa for all groups under the civil rights

provisions of various laws and the Constitution. For example, a key

requirement of the Education of All Handicapped Children Act is that 14

there be "Individual Education . Plans" for youngsters and"that parents

be involved in 4e formulation and approval of these plans. This federal

law, intended by-the Congress tojpesure that the rights of the handicapped

are protected, represents one of the sharpest intrusions Of the federal
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governMent into the details of.teaching practice. Professional obliga-
.

iions are Specifi;d in elaborate detail. The passage of this law had

the full support of the special-education community in the United States.
N644,

One searches long and Kard through the hearing record foç even a hint

that the requiretentof an individually pre,scribed program of a'particular

type woulicepresent a precedent-setting infringement pot only on-pro-

fessional autonomy but on state-held prerogatives.

This particular law reflects, perhaps, a culmination in

'specifying precise teacher behavior that may.in rerospect, be seen as

an inevitable result of federal activity0 particularly in a tipe of
0

dimming consedsus: When everyone agrees.on general goals and Ehere is

at least implicit cofidence in the ability of teachers or any other
A

professibnal, there isconsiderable latitude for the 'specialist inasmuch

as it is assumed that he or she shares in the consensus: However, if

consensus is in doubt, there ii'accompanying uncertaihty about the'values

6

and practices that guide professional activity. 'Government becomes a
,

major instrument ,in holding professionals tb accamt in meeting goals

41144

and adhering to practice& fhat are determined mare overtly in the

political arena. By such a line of.reasoning, federal curriculum

s

development effoits can be seen as a step in the link to greater federal

control because it challenges rather than buttresses confidencesin teachers

and school administrators.

/
Continuing in a speculative vein, the curriculum development movement

0

,may have contributed not only.to a loss of teacher autonomy'but also to

a narrowing of their range of responsibilities. New specialized roles

were drfined in curriculum developmentprojects: text writer,

4.
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subject-:-matter expeA , test developer, classroom ;anager, progra4
'

0,

evaluator,:curriculum-planner. Before the curriculum development movement,

the teacher considered it part of his or her professional responsibility

to assume each of these roles. To a significant degtee, teachers designed

a curriculum and certainly their teaching styles-to Alit their own sense

of priorities and abilities. They often constructed their own tests.

They worked with mall groups and large ones. They played a strong counseling

role. They often devised their own equipment. Now each of these functions --

perhapi necessarily was seen as requiring the skills àf a specialist,

and the teacher's responsibilities tended to become more directly associated

with didactic instruction. Thus the curriculum development movement, with

its attendant proliferation of specialties, may have contributed to

"deskilling" and "deprofessionalizing." Versatility is associated with
0

autonomy; autonomy is unnecessary if the act of teaching is not seen as

requiring skilled selections from a broad repertoire of possible actions.

11.
The craft-like elements of teaching are thereby emphasized leading to a

loss of opportunities for professional initiative.

14

Such developments are seldom the result of direct redefinition of g

a teacher's responsibilities. Rather they are a side effect of an

ottdmpt to introduce greatef-precision and productivity in the classroom.

Such a trend need not necessarily deprofAsionalize a field, but if the
4

tasks that remain for the professional are seen as largely

mechanical and capable of mastery by virtually anyone, the image of the

Will-trained expeTt exercising sensitive and soplighticated judgment
4

is.severely damaged.

0-

38
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Another point: While it would be an oversimplification to attribute

to the curriculum development movement a general reduction in the amount

of time teachers s nd in direct association with children, it seems to be

the case that professionals in teaching are called upon increasingly to

participate in conferences, coMmittee meetings, /ilia other planning

exercises. Even if it is not demonstrable that t1T,hours spent with

children have been reduced, it is fairly clear.that the percentage of

work-related time that teachers spend with children has decreased. We

would argue the possibility that some loss of teachtr effectiveness may
4'

be associated with the fact that a greater share of their morking day

is outside the classroom and,that federal involvement in education

at the local level has been a contributing factor bothAirectly

and indirectly -- Airectly in the case-of individually prescribed
4

instructional plans required by the Education of All Handicapped

Children Act mnd-indirectly in focusing attention on the extra-classroom

aspects of a teacher's responsibilities.
0

-- All this having keen said, it must be emphasized that the specific

effects of discrete federal activities probably have been overwhelmed

by other i'nfluInces, primarily demographic, cultural, legal, political,

and economic. It is difficult and unwise to try to seek simple or single

,causes for changes that are detected in schools. As just one example of

a demographic shift that probably has had a strong,influence on public

attitudes towards schools'that in tarn have led to a greatef demand for

explicitness, teachers become a dramatically younger group in the decade

from 1960 to 1970; There was a marked teacher shortage as schools.expanded

and new graduates from teacher education ijIstitutions filled the breach.

They were hired in large numbers directly out of college. Being younger,

35-_
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-
they reflected the attitudes of a younger cohort. They were mor informal.

lbey "dressed doWn",, They seemed' tO identify iaoi'e strongly with students.
A

1

This relatively rapid change on a large scale probably was disquieting. to

many parents.because it suggested instability in what had seemed a solid

institution. The new instability seetiled to demand more systematic

1F

attention from authorities external to the schools.

Att the same time, as has been inciicated, both courts and the legislature

were attempting to use the schools as a primary vehicle foi effecting social

change. The schools became a front-line agency in the attack on racial

prejudice starting with the Brown decision of'1954 and continuing to the

present day. Particularly when courts (rather than legislatures) require

signific.ant changes and people do,not generally support the new

policies, there is a tendency to strike at the institutions themselves

that are used by the court's to effect the unpopular change. ,Thus, as a

_result of initiatives of the federal judiciary, considerable resentment .

was directed against the schoolebecause people objected to their newly

assigned role in attempting to eliminate raciat segregation. Judges are

remote. Schools are not. While the,federal judiciary is quite dif-

ferent, of_course, from4he National Science Foundation or the Offices of

Education, it is anothpr Manifestation of a federal presence in a field

lhat just two decades earlier had been left largely to local p6licy

initiatives.

It is possible to view two decades of increasing federal involvement

in the schools, then, as having produced relatively few changesoin the'

curriculum. Despite a strong attempt to change teaching methods, they

remain essentially similar to what they have been for decades: Topics

4 6
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of study hay:leen modified someWhat and modernized,,and there probably

is &eater iccuracy.in Oe text materials produced for children. However,

federal activity has altered bdpethe perception of teaching held by

profeesionals and the role to be played in determining education policy by

the body politic. It is now acceptable in .a fashion unimaginable twenty

years ago f9r the Congress 9f the United States to specify the details

of a teacher's behavior in meeting his or her responsibilities. While

it probably would be an error to attribute such a development to federal

0
cuuriculum development efforts alone, we have tried to establish the case

that the curriculum activities -- beciuse they were uncontroversial in

,the early years -- helped to create a climate in which such intrusiveness
4

t
seemed natural.

I.

.41
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FEDERAL POLICY

In 1971,Kirst and Walker outlined some major features of curriculum

416,

policy-mak#ng in the United States. They portrayed a system in which

ultimate decisions about curricul tters were made at the local

Teachers had autonomy in-their clas rooms but selected from materials

provided to them and operated within fairly narrow limits of acceptability.

Much of the external power for determining the curriculum resided in

nongovernmental agencies like accrediting organizations, textbook

publishers, and testing agencies.

Traditionally, conflict over the curriculum was perceived A .. -

conflict of ideas not as a conflict'of interests or competing factions.

Within this configuration'of local, state, and private influences' over

curriculum, it was apparent that federal influence was expanding rapidly,

and that decisions,on curriculum matters were.beedming increasingly

politicized, with frequent factional differences appearing at all levels

ofrdecisioe.

-

By the late seventies,control of the school program had become more

centralizel,then ever.(van Geel, 1979; Boyd, 1979;'Orlich, &979): There-

was a,strong centralizing trend toward the national level, of which the

federal govertiment was one part. Ptivate national organizatiohs,-such as

testing agenciei, also had considerable influence. La pirticular, more
I.

control Was viSted in the federal Congress and coOrts and in state
t

legislatures smd state courts. The losers in this shift of dbntrol were

local schools, particularly local parents and teachers (van Geel, 1979).
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The sourCe of federal:power was the ability of the Congress,to tax and

sliend for educational purposes and to attach conditions 'Yor receipt of the

'federal funds. Most of the changes instituted by the federal government

after 1965 were justified by an appeal to equal rights for racial

minorities, the handicapped, and the non-English-speaking groups. Yet

it was also true that federal initiatives were by no meanspeutral.

regarding the types of programs supported. The furor in the Congress

over the NSF-supported MACOS project was the most dramatic example of

particular ideas tieing favored over others.
,

This national trend toward centralization was also apparent in

educational research and development. In 1965,colleges and universities

received seventy-seven percent of the federal edUcational awards. By

1974 this had declined to twenty-nine percent. Most of the federal

research and, development funds were concentrated in seventeen federal

laboratories add centera, in twenty-two major contractors, and in ten

school districts (Orlich, 1979) .

. Yet these centralizing trendi were only trends. Control of the

curriculdb was still diffused in numerous agencies. On the one hand,

U
there was decreasing consensus on social and educational goals and, on

the other hand, there was.an increasing concentration og curriculum

influence at the national level. It was perhaps not surprising, as

Schaffarzick (1979) notes in a survey of sixty professional and lay

organizations, that the classical curriculum questions were overshadowed

by a desire .to be involved, a desire motivated by the view

that someone 'else was in control. Participation of interested

groups, dissatisfaction with experts and rational models, and issues of

4 3 ,44
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legitimacy and control of decision making dominated the concernS of

professional and lay groups (Schaffarzick, 1979).

In an organization as massive as the federal government, and one

segmedted into several semi-autonomous parts, there is no single poil.cy

regarding curriculum development. There are, in fact, VOlicies for

different agencies diet change over time. So any characterization of

federal policy is always a little inaccurate. Nonetheless, the general

oueline of federal policy is consistent with the "center-periphery" model

(Schon, 1971).

In innovation diffusiono the center-periphery model posits that

the innovation exists fully realized prior to its diffusion; that

diffusion is the movement of the innovation fro4/the center outward to

its user, and that directed diffusion is a centrilly managed process of

dissemination, training, and provAion of resources and incentives: /n

other words, his is a centralized view. This view of innovation has
4

prevailed in education as the "research, development, diffusion" (RD and D)
if

todel of educational change, (See Chapter 9 in House, 1974,for,4p

exposition and criticism of such a policy.)

Policy formulation and implementation may be similarly viewed fraa

such a center-periphery model. Issues are taken as given, development

is separat from implementation, and implementation is seen as the

imposition of poli on the locals. Evaluation is for the purpose of

efficiency, andi nquiry is the responsibility of the center, in this
4

case the federa government (Schon, 1971).
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,In policy formulation, ideas in "good'currency" merge into the

main stream, mediated by certain social roles. Disruptive eNYents
fs

crises--precipitate the new ideas. Before a crisis, novel ideas which
4

are incompatible with prevailing conceptions are likely to be repressed

or suppressed within the social sygtem. These incompatible ideas are

formulated and kept alive by people in marginal, vanguard roles (Schon, 1971).

During a crisis, these ideas may be released. Their diffusion depends

on information networks and the mass media. These ideas become the focus

of controversy, conflict, and debate, but they tannot be recognized

publiclLuntil they are diffused to large numbers of people. In this
p.

difgusion process, the media and the brokers in networks are critical.
a ...

"Back-to-basics" is t good example in education. It was propagated by

the mass media and by key officials.

Before they at:e accepted, though,,the ideas become issues in power

struggles. That is: the ideaa gain acceptance through the energies of

those who "ride" them ,to power. According to Schon, there are only so

many "slots" for new ideas bleuse the ideas are attached to their

advocates, who are in turn competing for povier positions. Only a few,

policy ideas can be promitent atta given time. Inquir aiound the ideas

becomes political and is linked to dominance of some ople over others.

Still there is one more step. The ideas must become legitimated

by'benediction from powerful_and authoritative people. Only then can .

-

. the ideas become public policy By .the tipe the ideas came into good

currency, they have become "obvious" to everyone.

5
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Again, according to pchon, this process of formulation can display

serious pathologies. The best ideas,'especially ideas opposed to entrenched

interests, do not always emerge. Schon suggested increasing public attention

to the process by which ideas come into good currency, the deliberate

support of vanguard and marginal roles and of brokers of ideas: ,Evalua-

AO
tion must also be reformed since much evaluation practice inhibits the

emergence of novel idead.

Once these ideas coMe into good curfency and ar, accepted as public

policy, the question of implementation aiises. In the center-periphery

101Fconception of implementation, it is assumed that the policy exists prior

to its implementation, that it will be applied informally, and that its

management w.il be centralized. There are several strategies available.

First, the center may simply promulgate the policy and expect people

to execute it. Or the center may seed demonstrations to convince,

provide trainers to teach, or provide resources necessary for implementation.

All these strategies assume that only learning is required for the policy

to be imilemented.

Alternatively, 'the center maysenforce the ruled, regulations, or

laws by surveilance. Or the center may extend control into the periphery

A by attempting to supervise the policY dirdctry. The last two strategies

assOme that some coercion is required for successful implementation of the

policy.
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A common system of central control over local innovation is the

."propose-Aispoie" approach in*which the locals write proposa;s, usually-
.

k under instructions from the center, and submit them to5 the center for

approval. ,If the center judges these favorably, resourc9s are'granted to

the locals. This approach assumes that the central policy is applicable

to all locals, that central specification of guidelines and promise of

ponetary resourc are adekluate to stimulate local..conformity,that it.

is feasible to monitor local behavior, and that local beha;.rior will

Conti(ptie to conform after the monitoring has ended. 'Most of the

categorical aid programs in education are of this type.

4

Under theie circumstances the interaction between the central authorities

and the locals becomes something of a game with the federais trying to

inculcate behavior consistent with federal policy and the locals performing

ritually in order to obtain the money and pursueJtieir own objectives. The
;

federal authorities look for better ways to,c1force compliance,and the locals

look for ways to avoid strict compliance. The moves of the game become

'highly sophisticated, as in the desegreation tontroversies.

Only when there is a negotiated innovation in which the interests of

both parties are truly represented does the prospect seem to result in

results acceptable to both sides. The Rand studies refer to this as

mutual adaptation" of ehe federalAnograms to the local situation.

Since the locals are the agents who must implement the policy, the

ultimate dispositieln fsalls in their hands, and there is a sense in which

the federal authorities are powerless to change this. This is true, even

in highly centralized systems of education. Under

evaluation is limited to the'r4e of retrospective
,

A

these circumstances,

justification gf the

V
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lower system to c.he higher (Schon, p 157).

'In their analysis of the Experimental Schools Program, Cowden- and

Cohen (1979). also see the federal agencies es dependent on the local agencies

if they wish to produce local school reform. They see t,he potential resources

for pursuing suc reform as being money, power, and knowledge. The federal

agencies are quite short on money, at le.ast compare 44o total educational.

1

expenditures, and also lack the political po*er,neeessary to enforce compliance

'with federal policies.

federal agencies have relied heavily on knowledge,

particularly social science knowledge, to produce change in local schools.

This approach, according to Cowden and Cohen, has not been particularly

effective because social science has not produced convincing argumen4

and conclusions about school practices, at least not arguments persuasive

to school p ctitioners.
4

They believe that there is an imbalance between federal resources and

federal aspirations for local school reform. nideral officials need local

performance for the success'of their programs much more than local

practitioners need fecieral officials for the success of theirs. Cowden

and Cohen advance the possibility that federal agencies should act more

like foundations itigranting funds to local schools through a propope-

dispose system Ina not expecting too,'much of the'local schools in

return.

Our own interpretation is that Cowden and Cohen have events turned

axound. Originally, the 'federal agencies thoughethat knowledge -- A very

particular tAre of knowledge produced by government experiments -- would

be sufficient to stimulate reforms. It was only after this apprOach

J
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11
seemed or fall short that government agenc

ined seriously t6 monetary inducements and coercive power. This shift
0 .

in federal perspectivtaccompanied he splintering of consensus.

d polcy aaiyst

\It worth distinguishing b een the kinds of knowledge that the

1federal a d local agencies fimp relevant. Central=periphery syseells11,

4
GP

doprnd on stables:. simpke messages spread uniformly over the periphery.

this is the kind of information ascertained through social science experiments.
:

ror example, The Follow Through evaluation attempted to answer the

questioarof which early Chilcithood approach to teaching disa,vantaged

youngsters was "best" -- message. The evaluation results were

more complicated -- some.approaches worked best in one town, some in

another. 'The reivats were distorted into the simple messagi that

, "basics are better" and purveyed throughout the country. This was a
4

V.

' distorted message even to the evaluators themselves.

The fact is that many,local circumstances and factors determine' which

program works best within 0 particUlar tosin dr even school, but it is very
4

diificult for the center to transmit or act upon that information. Opeortunity

for knowing usually exists in the periphery, in the situation itself, not

'in the center, and this knowledge is likely to be of a diffprent nature

than that of the center. The locals are also likely to know their own

needi far better than those at the center and to recognize those needs
4.

faster.

A different role for the cente(r to play is to detec1 shifts at the

periphery and to pay diligent attention to the emergence of new ideas.

It'Yan arrive at themes for central policies by inducing them from local

A ca

*
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concerns. It can facilitate the flow of kno4ledge by facilitating

Iocal learning ratheethan by always being the trainer itself. Effective

social /earning may occur from periphery to periphery rather than from

v. periphery to center to periphery (Schon, 1971). Central authorities

can act more as initiators, facilitators, organiZers, and entrepeneurs.

We would label such an approach "meta policy".. Rather than centrally

1
defining

/
policy and trying to spread it uniformly throughout the

periphery, meta policy would consist of discerning ideas among the-locals

and building on these idea for he themes of federal policy. Meta

gir pOlicy would include negotiating the changes with local authorities.

In order to act effectively at a national level, the central organizer

needs to bring together diffuse groups whose interests impinge on a

particular area. Schon (1971) suggested that for an intervention to be

effectIve, it must organize the following groups:

0
legislators at the state and national levels

. administrators of agencies, at all levels

parents' organizations

;
middle-level bureaucrats in relevant agencies

officials of regulating agencies

innovators and entrepeneurs Of new services e

I.

X
To this 1Lst, we would add the researchers and professional schools

411

, connected Kith the,particular area of social service. The organizer must

bring together and coordinate these grodps in some way. Perhaps the giOup

50
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most successful in affecting.the classroom behavior of teachers has been

the special. educators. All over the country, for jpetter or for worse,

special education teachers are writing prescriptions -- individualizedi

educational plans -7 for each child in their classes. Whether this:

practice facilitates or impedes instruction is still uriclear, but the

teachers classroom behavior has been dramatically changed. Special

education is one area where all these groups have been brougL together.

4

The most recent federal legislation in special educaeion, The

Education of All Handicapped Children Act, was the result of years of

organizing and entrepreneurial effort. The federal budget for education

of the handicapped increased from $75 million in 1964 to $1.2 billion
a:A

in 1980. Within 4verh branch of Coniress is a,group of legislators who

identify with and champion the handicapped egislation. Special education

4Aministrators and bureaucrats at all levels of government and n a1

parts of the country are actively organized to promZ4 the interests of

special education programs.

Federal and state judgei have decided favorably on cases brought before

them on the rights of handicapped children. Regulatineagencies have been

responsive to the needs of Ae handicapped in area,s such as building

construction. Innovators and entreprenuers have been especially'active

in developing new techniques and equipment for training the handicapped

and in promoting their techniques throughout the country. Ccilleges and

universities have eitablished highly specialized programs for training

teachers of the handicapped. School districts have been quick to hire

special education teachers and to establish special education classes.

;
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State education agencies have defined categories of teaching

S.

'certificates and special requirements for special education teachers.

Many researchers work exclusively in the specil education area. Almost

all the thousands' of studies focus on the effectiveness of programs for

the handicapped. Few or none examine possible deleterious effects of

education policy for the handicapped on other students. Newspapers and

MAAS media provide generous coverage for events relating to the handicapped.

Most of:this activity is coordinated by an extremely active professional

organization'-- the Zouncil on Exceptional Children. All the various parties'

and participants in the special education establishment belong to or are

involved in CEC. Unlike most professional organizations, teachers and le-

searchers and'parents all attend the annual CEC-convention. All in all, the

professional organization is a mirror of the various groups. It works

closely with its federal counterpart, the Bureau for Education of the

icapped (BEH).' Directly or indirectly most of the money comes from

BEE:,and in turn GEC and its participants provide intellectual and political

support for BEH operations.

To say simply that special education has acquired political support

is to miss much of the point. The political support is partially dependent .
I

op a defined technology, supportive research, and organized lay support.

At Congressional hearings it is possible to-draw upon any, of a number of
4*

researchers to provide favorable commentary. In- turn, the reseamsher's

activities are supilortei by federal funds. All these various'segments art

organized iniFo a mutually reinfoicing system that acts in concert.

It is also significant that-special education.is organized as a

special interest group. AA we indicated earlier, the eroding social

4
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consensus in American Society has resulted in special interest groups

capturing policy in the area of particular concern. There is litt$

overriding national or it-lieGlic concern to which those interests are

subordinated. Hence, in a partnular area, like trucking medicine

or even oil, the groups cofterned with those particular issues dominate
ir

policy making in 'that area. The special interests are organized on a

fu ctional or industry basis rather than on a regional or territorial

asis. They look to centralized governmerits partidularly federal

government, to p;ovide resources'for problthey feel shouldbe

addressed. Special education is perhaps the moist successful of these,

groups in education, but other education groups Sspire to such success.

Overall, as we have suggested, the federal government seenle to be operating

as an assortment of such special interests.

This fragmentation leads to some areas expanding at the expense of

.others. Public schodl districts hive been spending twice 'aLcal much on.

each handicapped student as on stadents in regular programs, and the rate

of increaWin expenditure has been twice as great for the handicapped.

This trend has elicited a sharp protest from the Naillonal Associa.tion of

School Boards. The NASH said it was concerned about the use of the goal

of educating the handicapped "to disguise policies to wear away the

ability of local communities to govern themaelves" (Maeroff,(1979).
.

This'report, in turn, brought a sharp reloinder from the Council

on Exceptional Children, which pointed to,ather legislative mandates that

affected tfie ability of local school districts to set their'own funding.

priorities. The'solution, the Council said, was to persiiade Congress

to increase the financing levei of laws for the handicapped. At least

53
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one educator predicted that the mandating of such laws in theikre4 of the

handicapped meant the end of "local control" for small rural districts,

which were necessarily,included in ever larger service units (Hoke, 1979).

Nere was a sense in which occupational specialization, special knowledge,

and special interests worked against the older territorial boundaries.

These were subsumed under the name of professionalism. Federal policy

was the result of these trends and contributed heavily to them.

110..
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:POLICY: RESEARCH, AND ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES .

4
Ong key-determinant of the extent of federal impact on curriculum

.*

development is the relitionehip among research, analysis, and.policy.

IT
An indirect method by which federal influence is extended is throngh

'reseirgh and inalysis, in which the federal government has almost a

monopoly. But the relationship between research, analysis, and policy
,---

is complex.

4Praessional resear ers and analysts seem to think about curriculum
. .

innovatioct from onfy a few basic, usually implicit conceptual perspectives
4

that we will call technologicalj political, and cultural. Each of these

perspectiyes is a framework for thinking about educational change, a

-
framework that pro-vides the basis Vth for comprehension and for policy

formulation. By framing the social phenomena, the interpretive framework

serves as a guide to what is important and as a guide to action. In

, 0 -
, research, it sets limits to what Ls considered useful inquiry, and in

policy it limits the very language, concepts, and arguments that one

,\ uses to formulate policy. Choices thus are defined, justified, and

legitimized, but they rest on tacit assumptions about what is ratidnal

and acceptable, %nd are mtly the resurt of professional and.public

consensus on these matters.

The research on innovation can be considered in the light of ,these

three prospectives. (For a fuller account see.Housa, 1980) . Policies
,

on curriculum deveropment and change were parly derived from thei.

The three perspectives affected events in curriculum development

Or
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and were significantly altered by larger soci141 trends, such as the

.0.

4)erosion of social consensus.

The technollbgical perspective emerged in the early sixties as both

teaching and the process of innovation came to be seen as technologies

rather than as cfafts based on implicit knowledge. The focus was on the

innovation snd its expected results. As the social consensus around

education began to weaken in

politicarperspective, which

the early seventies, there emerged a

interpreted events as the interaction of

competing factions whose interests were not necessarily synonomous.

The focus was an the idnovation-in-context. More recently, in the

mid-seventies, with the further erosion, of social consensus and the,

increased fragmentation of society into special interest groups, there

has emerged a cultural perspective which perceives society as comprised

bf separate groups or subcultures who not only have their interests in

conflict but perhaps differ on fundamental values. Different subcultures,

such as teachers, not only have different interests but also different

sets of beliefs. The focus is on the context itself, rather than the

innovation. a

As outlined heie, the initial period of curriculum development

beginning in the early fifties was marked by a strong degree of consensus

is to the purpose. of education: After Sputnik the federal government

began its strong intervention in the name of national defense, and,this

Antensifieel the belief that the students, teacheU, parents, and public
4

shared common Vilues. common interests, and commln goals. Only the
1.A

means for achieving these Were at issue.

During the initial period there was'a discernible shift in authority
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in curriculuM development from the claisroom teacker to-the university

scholar, particularly the scientist. Increasingly, curriculum content

was.defined by recognized subject matter,experts, rather than the

teaching profession. Still, teaching was perceived as a craft, as a

profession learned by a'pprenticeship and seasoned by experience, a craft

44,
residing in tacit knowledge. The means for improving education were

through developing curriculum materials that teachers might use in the

classroom(and training teachers in their use. Retraining 30,000 secondary

;-Etence teachers through workshops did not seem out of reach for.the
IP

National Science Fqundation.

In the late sixties, however, faced with a more massive problem of

educational change, teaching came to be perceived by many as a 'technology.

\ Many educational materials began to be used on specific learning objectives,

'and it was advocated by many that teachingeould be too'. Teaching was

conceived as a techdical procedure, a technique in which there was a

specific ot6ective and a means of meeting that objective. Teaching could

be analyzed into a series of separate tasks (as could an industrial job),

and the.achievement Of these specific tasks could be ensured by sAcially-

designed materials, and by measuring the results. Teaching was envisioned

as a specifiable technology, a technically rational act, based on eiplicit

I
knowledge, rather than a craft based on tacit knowledge derived from

experience and.tradition. Education was beint modernized.

In.this transformation there was another shift in author.ty. The

university scholar, the charismatic project leilder, was not o much the

authority, as was technicaa rationality itself. Presumably, curriculu

4
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stiorip
materials could be based on scientifically verifiable principles rather

than on professional opinion. Behavioral psychology, manifested in such

things as programmed materials and teaching machines, could modernize

and revolutionize education, just as technology had revolutionized oeher

industries. Educational research joined the search for this technology.

The technological pespective was also employed to interpret the

process of innovation itself. The modernization Orocess was analyzed

into separate sequences,and tasks, and presumed to proceed from an

authoritative technology. Proper technology was conceived to consist of

research, which established the principles of teachilkand learning;

development, which converted these findings into appropriate materials;

diffusion, in which the mater.ials were systematically distributed to

potential users; and adoption)'which saw the actual implementation and

institutionalization of these materials in the school curriculum. Not

only was teaching conceived as a technology, but the process of innovation

itself:was technically rationalized.
.

The emergence of the technological perspective coincidA with large-

scale involvement in education. Federal involvement itself was predicated

upo&the pursuit of national purpose. If education was to strengthen

the national defense, it waa reasonable that educational: research and

development be targeted eo spedific national purposes. Agencies of the

federal government would both fund and direct the enterprises. The o e of

the problem itself suggested a technological solution. Here were not

30,000 science teachers, but 3,000,000 teachers of all types. Workshops

a
for each one would be horrendously expensive. Technigues and materials
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that were repioducible and transferable,,that could be used in any

setting, were necessary.

Based on.the technorogicaperspective in general, and the researCh,

development, diffusion paradip in-particular, the federal government

funded a network of thirty or so regional laboratories and research and

developmenecenters, the purpose of which was to produce the techniques
p

and materials that would modernize education. Thousands of specialist

jobs were created ti) perform the tasks necessary to the production and

utilization of new knowledge andltechniques.

4.

The technological perspective portrays society as a place in ithich

there.are common goals, interests, and values. The task is to define the

desired *objective and achieve it. It is assumed that its achievement

will benefit everyone, or at least insofar as that can be done. Action can
r-

proceed assuredly, even aggressively. Confidence is noi a problem.

Most government approaches to developing materials and techniques ar

atill based, explicitly or implicitly, on the technologica2, tive,

as is much government-sponsored researCh.. For example, the focus of much

research on implementation4s ustially on "fidelity" -- the degree to 4hich

the implemented innovation meets the criteria of the developers (Fullan

.and Pomfret, 1977). Research methods are usually narrowly focuased and

highly prespecified, and collected by tests, obserlotion schedules, or

highly structured questionnaires.

4

Another government program which reflected the technological perspective

was the likalow Through Project. Faced with the problem' of how to address
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- the special needs of disadvantaged children in kindergarten through third

grade:government planners decided to fund a massive "Planned variation"

experiment. Th4:Nrpose was defined as improving tghe 4ducational perfoeman6e

of these children, and to this end more than twenty different approaches

were funded over a ten-year period. These wer -the means to the given end.

these programs were t-hen evaluated to determine which worked best,

maximize .educational performance (operationally defined as gain on

the thtrd year Metropolitan Achievement Test).

tion, in itself a highly technical affair, were

The results of this 6valua-

used to determine which

approaches were success411 and should be disseminated by thovernment.

Similarly, for the past fifteen years, the dvaluation,of Title I

(04ough not the structure of the program itself) has taken shape from

the tedhnolOgical perspective (McLaughlin, 1975). Currently, Title I

evaluators\nust use Aone of three special evaluation "models" developed

by Research Management Corporation at Office of Education expense

(Baines and Ginaberg, 1979): Each model requires that students be
Na

administered a standardized achievement test which can be converted to

"normal curve equivalents" and the results agregated at the state and

natiqpal levels. Title I programs can then belklompared on costs

as well as effectiveness. In fact, mose-lederal evaluation is conducted

from a technological perspective, and generally tbe technolo&idal view-

point remains the dominant view of educational research,.development,

and innovation at the federal level.

0

At the state level the technological perspective is reflected in

objectives-t!ased statewide testing programs. Presumably by speci i g

,/
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in behavioral terms what students should know-and by testing for this

knowledge, education will be improved. Special programs, materiala, and
."

effort can be directed,toward these particular learning objectives, and,

perhaps the tests themselves. Many of the state testing programs were

strongly stimulated by federal funds, but the technological perspective

is by no means confined to the federal level.

Before the end of the sixties, however', the appropriateness of the

technological perspective for educational development arid.improvement was

called into question. In particular, it appeared that the techniques.

and materials developed byyle R, D, and D process were not being used

widely in schools. The R, D, and D paradigm assumed that'teachers miuld

adopt the superior materials, that the teacheN0 were, in fact, fairly

passive recipients of techniques and materials produced at the other

end of the chain. There were various explaphtion for lack of success

from within the technological perspectives, e.g., the materials were not

good enough, were poorly disseminated, or "linkers" were needed to help

the teachers use the materials. But also a different explanatory

framework emerged: the political perspective.

Many of the problems surrounding the new materials and programs

appeared to be political ones. The political pera,pective did not Assume

that there wet an identity of interests among those involved in development

and innovation. For example, the interests of the teachers who had to

implement the materials might be quite different from those'of the

developers. And the interests of the parents and children might be quite

different from either.

61
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Some analysts began to see innovation as a stage for competing

factions to secure their own'interests.or promote particular ideas.

Innovation was conceived as interest-group politica, not only at the

point of legislation, but'also in formulatiot, implementation, and

evaluation of programs within schools, school districts, states, and

entire systems of education. the interaction of local, state, and

Federal governments was often interpreted this way%

Several analyses employing this perlpective were published in the

early sevenpes, loot perhaps the study that gave the political perspective

its widest circulation was the Rand Corporation study of the effects of

several government Programs (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975). The Rand study

interpreted successful programs.as having 45Arged from a process of

tit

mutual adaptation,' in which the local implementing districts identified problems

they wanted to solve, and used the federal money to address the problems.

In this coricep4on both the local district and the federal prograt had to

IImutually adapt" to one another.

Underlying.the political perspective are the ideas of negotiation and

A

compromise. The political perspective does not assume an identity of interests

but does assume tihat there are enough common interests or shared values

that a comp'romise can be successfully reached by the contending parties.
.

Pluralist politics is an example of this conception of change.

andi/Du_perhaps made relevant, by the eroding consensus within the society as

a whole. Both national iolitics and educatio al politics were marked by a

ring this period of time the polieical perspective was stimulated,'

lack of common purpose and the'emergence of strong special interests.

Educational matters were increasingly politicized over disputes about

62
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desegregation, teacher militancy, and the purliuit of blilingual, handicapped,

vocational, and other special interests.
ar

Studies conducted from a political perspective investigated who

gained dbat from adinnovation. Which faction opposed? Which advocated?

What were the terms of compromise? Who were the key influentials? The

passage of educational programs in the legislature, like ESEA, had always

been seen as political, as an extension of pluralist politics on a grand

scale. Now Vle administration, implementation, and evaluation of the

programs began to be seen as political as well. Many specific policies,

like parent advisory botrds, were written' into legislation and administrative

guidelines in order to increase sensitivity to relevant interest groups

by increasing public participation: The political perspective became a

-major framework for viewing educational change and development.

The third perspective is the 'cultural perspective. If on,penvisions

---subgroups, such as teachers and innovators, as being so dffferent that

/

, they can be considered separate subcultures, then one has adopted ther

/ .

cultural perspedtive. Perhaps the most intense analysis of this type

has been Wolcott's Teachers versus Technocrats (1977). In studying the
-

1\ introduCtion of a programming, planning, and budgeting system into a

local school district, Wolcott protrayed teachers and innovitors (technocrats)

as members of distinctly differeig subculturea. The teachers had A belief

system quite different from that of the technocrats, and this difference-

was so great that it led to misunderstanding and conflict. The same

events were terpreted different-ly within the traditional teacher
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culture and the

Wolcott brought-

r '61

rationalistic technocratic culture. To this analysis

anthropological concepts, like moiety and recipebcity,

and anthropological study methods, like participant observation. Most
*

4
studies conducted from a cultural perspective are not so heavily

anthropological.

Unlike'ihe technological or political perspective, the Cultural

;

perspective is based on the idea that differences in values may be

more significant than the similarities. The political perspective assumes

that there are differences of interests that can be negotiated and

compramised, but the cultural perspective suggests that the differences

may be deep value differences not so susceptible to compromise. At the

extreme,different groups may interpret the events differently, so

that social exchange may become problematic. The society is seen as

fragmenteeinto many subcultures.
` 1

In cultural studies a major focus is to understand the viewpoifit of
/

participants. Researchers try to elicit "indigenous definitions" of the

situation fram participants. "Meanitg" is'a primary concern. Policies

nd programs based on the cultural perspective will somehow take account

of the diverse meanings as construed by partici.pants. They must be based

on the values of the people involved. Change itself is seen as far more

tr. gradual. Concepts like cultural evolution and ecolngy apply.

0.

The ethics of change are also different fromAkhe other two perspectives.

As in introducing a steel axe into a stone age/culture, it is not always

possible to predict the consequences of a given innovation, program, or

policy. Actio becomes far iore tenuous. If the ethics of
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technologiirl 'perspective cam be construed as authoritative, and that of

,the political perspective as contractual, the ethics of the cultural

perspective are relativistic.

The cultural perspective is perhaps most strongly manifested in

resurgent regionalism and localism in education. The strong anti-Washington

outbursts can be interpreted not only as the protection of local and regional

interests, but also as thi preservation-of cherished cultural values

against modernism and the encroachments Of corporate and federal
.

bureaucray. he deep-seated value base accounts for their strength,
!,

frequency, .7nd intransigence. Basic value differepces are not easy to

y
compromise. Local d regional control are often perceived as the mechanisms)

Xr..,
of protection.

Although same studies have been conducted from a cultural perspective,

few federal policies have been so originated, perhaps because of the very

nature of,the cultural perspective. In ies purest form a multicultural

perspective would simply grant money to different groups and permit them

to use it as they saw fit. This is not likely to happen in a federal

cipital, though it is sometimes suggested. Such a view of change is

far too slow and uncertain from the technological and political perspectives.

A federal-capital is not in the business of granting full autonomy to

its constituent parts.

. Some federal programs, such as Title III, ESEA, have offered incentive

money to local districts to develop their own programs, subject to substan-,
tial federal guidelines and regulations, af course. In the area of curriculum
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developMent perhaps the program that has come closest.to the cultural

perspective is the Experimental Schools Program. This program-granted

a very substantial sum of money to a few local school districts to develop

whatever type of alternative school program they chose. Within this

conception, it Was clear that diffeient localities m.ght develop quite

dieferent programs. Also each evaluation could be t ore4.vt o the
f

,particular local program. The evaluations themselves were meant to be

relatively autonomous. In other words, in conception at leibt, the

Experimental School Program emphasized the value of autonomy, which A

lies at the heart of the.cultural perspective.

. To a certain extent, the federally funded Teacher Center effort

reflec,ts a cultural perspective. It is assumed that teachers share a

value orientation such that interaction in a special center would be

helpful. On the other hand, teacher centers also originated in part

from,a politicat-perspective in that teacher unions saw the centers as

being in their interest and were given a strong role in governing them.

Often it is difficult to separate values from interests, as with the

teachers, but it is sometimes critical to do so in&order to ascertain

where the public interest residis.

As this examile indicates, it is not always possible to attribute an

action entirely td one perspective. Although the discussion has been

terms of pure types, and Teople do often seem to assume one perspective

rather than another, the perspectives are not mutually exclusive. For

.example, it is poasible to conceive teaching as a technology-and also

perceive a conflict of interest among participants. In fact, this seems

66
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4- Li
to be the direction in which many early technologists have moved.

The proliferation of minimum competency testing programs seems to

reflect a technological-political perspective in'whiCh teaching is a

technology Ipased upqn obectives and tests but in w4ich it is anticipated_

that thete is a conflict o interests between .the public and the teachers.

Minimum competency.testing. orces the teachers to attend to-the proper

tasks, in this view.. General y, many of those holding a technological n

perspective have become more plitical in'orientation in recent years.

It is even possible to hold'a t chnological-cultural perspective.

One can believe that teaching is a te hnology based on behavioral objectives

,

and tesets, but that the objectives and\ tests should be locally developed

Le

and interpreted, thereby based on local values. Such a position leads

awaSY from the centralizing tendencies. This would seem to be the position

that .Ralph Tyler holds

The technological perspective seem most attractive to executive
IF

planners in its simplicity and accessibility. Reasoning can be based on

1' what is logical for one ra 1 person to do, i .e., which alternative

a single actor would choos ximizepursuit of a goal. The politicil

perspective is most natural to legislative politics and the' cultural

perspective to local and regional concerns. Since each perspective

'concentrates on a differnt set'of explanatory variables, each complements

the other in the sense that an event is not fully explained-by any one.

The'employment of all

policies and programs

of all three.

th'ree perspectives can stimulate a reexamination of

. Insightful analyses probably draw on aspects

.
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No perspective iq in itself superior to the 'others, although one may

offer a more appropriate explanatory framewory under certain conditions.

There is a need to examine existing explanations, to articulate conceptual'

frameworks, and to identify the ctuestionA being asked in policy analysis

-and research'. There is also a need to do studies which are focused on

the factors identified by the three perspectives.

44400

For example, the Follow Through`project may be analyzed from any.one

of three perspectives. Originally it was formulated within the, technological-

perspective. As such the lessons to be learned are that the early choldhoOd

models chould have been more carefully developed, and the evaluatiol design

slIould have been properly conducte* The gact that there were variations

in results frori site, to site within a given model was taken as a sign

that the models were imprc;Fe5rly implemented.

More %ftreful monidloring of implementation would result in fidelity

of treatment. _If the control groups had been properly randOtized and.

the outcome measures'appropriately seledted, the project would have produced

convincing resulta. That is, ttie projept was supposed rove Uhich early

childhood approach to-training disadvantaged youngsters was best, but the

evidence proved to be highly equivocal, if not

,

Policies based on the Follow Through experience, as interpreted
e

thtough the techn9bgical perspective, would likely consist of procedures

for closer monitoring of projects, for conducting."true randomized

experimqnts, and for constructing better psychometric instruments and

statistical techniques. (nr'such an analysis, see Rivlin and Timpane,

1975).

RS
t,

,
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From the political perspective the Follow Throughsproject was,a

political enterprise from the begiAV. The project was conducted as

an experiment rather than a servige program like Head Start because there

were insufficient funds. Yet, because of political pressures, the admin-

.
istration had to institute some kind of program for disadvantaged youths.

A

The initial weak political and financial position led the original director

to fund'many sites all over the country, thus increasing the legislative

support for the program significantly. The.total funding quadrupled,

However, adding politically expedient sites seriously comprised the

lt
experimental design of the evaluation.. Some sponsors operated primarily

.

in Large cities, some in small towns, some in only one section'of the

country, and so on. Yet, the sponsors had to be compared to each other.

' In addition, various groups, such as the blacks, complained that

none of .the.models were sponsored by the. New podels were added.

Throughdut the ten'year cburse of the project,,the sponsors as a group

protested against the nature of the evaluation, but Ole 'Office of

Education more or less succeeded in insulating theevaluation ft-dm these

pressures. Eventually the sponsors turned to direct support in the

CondlresS. When theevaluatioil concluded, the.Follow Through program
4

continued to be tunded at the same level as before,.evelt though the,

original purpose of the program had been completed.

In developing policies from a political per4pective, one tries

to recognize the pplitical nature of the entetfitise and take advantage

of it. For example, one might accept the premise that various grdups.
0

Will have-conflicting interests and try to involve them from the beginning
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as a matter of policy.' One might establish procedures through which the

various groups bargain for their interests. Involving groups.like

parents or union's is a poli4cal strategy. Alternately, ane might

recognize'that These interests exist and try to devise policies

for reducing their influence.

One couldillso.analyze the Follow Through program from a cultural

perspective. One might view the sponsors.as developing models of eqrly

childhood education based on the ideas of various eehnic,scientific,

professional, technological, and regional subcultures. These models

are then grafted onto a traditional subculture of the local school and

region. Ttle tribulation of Man: A Course of Study, although not an

early childhood model, is An example of the possibilities of misfit

between the develoOr and receiving suballture. _Variations in results

can be interpreted not as lack of implementation on the part of the

sponsor or as a vested interest on the part of die school but as

mismatches between the subculture of the model and the locil school.

In this fit between MO subcultures, the beliefs of the teachers,

parents, and students play a large role. Regardlea of common interests,

values significantly affea the reception of new programs. Federal

programs tend to incorporate particular 1.!alues and-not others. Policies

based upon a cultural perspective might grant considerable autonomy to

localities in working through their own programs. In the case of Follow

Through, one would expect some communities to embrace certain of the

early $childhoo approaches much more enthusiastically than others,

70
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possibly even rejecting parts of generic mods.

r,

The three perspectives also account in different ways for the

penetration of special education programs into the classroom. One may

attribute this to the technology of the IEi. and the specialized eraining

of special education teachers. Research and development have been more

integrated in special education than in other ateas. Similarly one may

point to strong political factors -- the highly organized parent's

groups, the special educaiton lobby in the federal Congress, the pressure

of court,cases, etc. These have been orchestrated into a strong

movement.

Or one may point to a culture in which life is conceived as a race
.r-

-Ittards success, in which everyone is expected to have an equal chance

at the starting line. Aid to the handicapped is,supported by a strong .

system of belied. Other cultural beliefs point to "individualizing"

instruction as a particular way of helping and a written prescription

ai a manifestation and documentation of the effort of help. Other

cultures provide help differently. Each of the three perspectives

emphasize's different elements in the situation, and each accounts Qr

for an aspect of "reali0'."

Havini; a partitular perspective does not automatically produce a

particular kind of.program or policy. The situation is analoguous to

the difference between a policy and its implementatida. There is a

sense in which a plan or a concept cannot define the conditions of

its implementation... Implementation of.s policy is not a unique

function of thewpolicy itself. Rather a policy implies a wide range
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of possible actions and behaviors. "Worlds of possible practice are

packed into a policy idea, as many as the combinations of its

potentiality times the actual conditions under which it is transformed"

(Majone and Wildavsky, n.d.).

The same is true of the perspactives. They reduce or limit the

element of contingency but del*not totally determine action. People

adopting.the same perspectives do notmecessarily formulate the

same policies or implement the same programs. It iA conceivable that

two people holding different perspectives might support the same

policy. In its actualization a policy or program has only a family

resemblance to the anlytic perspective to which it is related.

Our view of how social policy i4 affected by social research and

policy analysis'is somewhat similar to that of Cohen and Garet (1975).

The traditional view of the relationship is that social policies involve

discrete decisions derived from individual pieces of work. It is

assumed that fiisearch is more authoritative than commonsense aid leads

to a convergence of opinion. Scientific methodology brings ,futhority.

Cohen and Garet (1975) contend that social policy is a system

of knowledge and belief. "A policy, then, might be described as a

grand story; a large ancilloose set of ideas about how the society

works, why it goes wrong and how it can be set right"

Empiricaresearch ii relevant but, is held together by larger ideas
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and assumptions not empirical in nature. In curriculum innovation

part of these assumptions are the perspectives.

Empirical research may erode the policy assumptions but this

occurs through a research tradition,.not necessarily through individual

studies (Cohen and Garet, 1975). The relationship between research

and policy is "undisciplined." There is a loose and elusive interaction

among applied research, climates of knoWledge and belief and public

action" (p. 24). Policies and policy assumptions are shaped by

fragmentary eficence.

The Follow Through project provi4es an example of this interaction.

1

The evaluation contributed to the popularly developing belief that
r.

"basics are better" even th:tgh the'evaluatIon wa4 limited to highly

selected disadvantaged youngsters in grades K-3 in strongly atypical

sites. The evaluation, begun ten years before, was not designed to

answer the question al aLl. The concept of "basics" was introduced

into the stledy by the analysts in the last year or so of the evaluatio%

,in an attempt to categorize and generalize about the Follow Thy:high

approaches.

The concept of "basics" was taken from the public and professional

social climate.and applied to certain early childhood approaches after

os

the att. The "b sics" concept was then seiAed upon by the media and 'N

pub hed as oof t at "basics are better." The generalization was

4
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applied to ererything and not simply to the Follow Through approaches.

Similarly Cohen and Weiss (1977).have shown that in the issue of

race within the schools, both iocial research and policy followed the

II social sea changes" as different "social enthusiasms" came into fashion.

Research and policy both 'contributed-to and responded to the larger s.ocial

trends. The strong interaction between research and public opinion is

not well understood.

Going beyond the argument that research affects policy in an undisciplined

way, we contend that the interpretive frameworks manifested in the perspec-

tives significantly affect the research in turn. The Follow Through

project itself was conceived within the fraMework of the technological

perspective, though it may be understood from the other.two perspectives.

The traditional view of social research is that its purposejis to

clariz..oals and provide objective evidence for choosing alternative
4

means to given ends. It'is assumed that there is broad agreement on the

goals of social poliCy in which there is a separation of the determination

of ends (which is political) from the determination of means (which is

technical) in the Weberian tradition. The justification for applied

social inquiry is that it is instrumental in reducing conflict (Cohen

and Garet, 1975). This conception oT policy and policy analysis is itself

derived from a technological perspective.

;

Cohen,and Garet (1975) spaested al
1
ernative assumptions about the

4

rela4.onship. They contended that policy-oriented research. influences

fit .

broad assumptions and beliefs, rather than Particular decisions,

74
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that research is more likely to result in public controversy and debate than

in convergent findings. Social inquiry is as much an attempt to interpret

the wdirld as it is,an attempt to predict and explain. As sue, it affects

the policy climate.

To a considerable degree the federal government has a mofiopoly on

social inquiry. It.sponsors an enormous amount of applied research and

is.partially responsible for, shaping policy climate, 'even though often

government agencies are not fully aware of the effects of the inquiry,and

the loose.process by which occurs. Consequently, the distribution of

analytic resources is a serious matter. Both prudence and pluralism argue

for funding research and analyzing policy from all major perspectives,

because by affecting underlyarg assumptions, federally sponsored

inquiry significzihtly affects Ahools.

albs
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(:SOME CON0tUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

If there is a single theme that characterizes this monograph, it

can be stated as fo3\lows: It is unrealistic to expect that curriculum-

development policy can be formulated effectively in isolation from economic,

cultural, and political influences. That is, strategy based.on all that

is,known today about cufriculum development could easily prove ineffective

tomorrow bec

broad-scale domestic violencei the rise or fall of particular special-interest

groups, a n w consensus bred of a rapid decline in the American standarawof

use- of unpiedictable events such as a major depression,

living, or

the Soviet

a new period of American isolationism. Few people predicted that

Union would be first in pace, yet the launching of Sputnik I was

probably the.single most dramatic influence on federal policy in the
it

. curriculum field in the 19508 and 1960s. Similarly, if not quite as

dramatically or unpredictably, rising concern about civil rights and the

growing power of special-interest groups.had deep effectson federal

education policy, as we have tried to point out, though few commentators

saw these events coming. The difficulty of making predictions with

confidence is comixounded by, the suddenness with which influential eivents

can transpire. A nuclear accident, an assassination, the discovery of

large-scale government (or private)

shortage of a major commodity cjuld

fraud, a hostage incident, or a

all have political and economic

impact that would be felt cluickly in the schools.

Furthermore, there are many actors on'the curriculum scene: teachers

and their unions, local school board meMbers, textbook publishels and

writers, teitl:kers, writers for the mails media, universitir professors,

tharismatic politicl leaders, And the
t.

special-interest groups. It is not
t

4, a'
ire
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clear that even a well-articulated fe-deral policy, by itself, would be

seen-to have much of an effect. With the school of thinking currently

evident in governTental bureaus, there is a premium on direct, quick,

and obvious results. No doubt this demand is itself a reflection of

loss of confidence in our educational institutions, but congressmen, as

well as legislators at the state level,demand direct evidence of beneficial

results of public expenditure. Federal strategies4that recognize the

complexity of curriculum development and that therefore operate in a fashion

that is subtle or indirect may not be politically acceptable. Nevertheless,

since we see schools and edJational policy formulation as.diffuse and

complex despite the centralizing trends we have tried to point out, we

have no choice but to couch our conclusions and formulate our few recom-

mendations in this light.

First, however, we will summarize some of the conclusions we have

reached -- both those already described and a few in addition. Possibly

the main result of fede,ral curriculum development during the

last two and a hilf decades is the fact that the Congress has become an

active participant in attempting to influence the school curriculum. The

entry by the federal government initiallr seemed beneficial, and so

vet little or no resi3tance. Now, tpe federal pttsence is

more controversial, but it is unlikely to diminish. Under the broad banner

of"improving national defense or protecting civil rights, the national

government is likely ta continue responding to special-interest groups

depending on their power, or, if it emerges, to national consensus about

some issue that suddenly seemi.clear to the American public because.of
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an unanticipated crisis.

aoFederal policy to date has resulted in programs that have ffected

the curriculum measurably, but modestly. There is some change in the

biology content now taught at the seconder "school level that can be
i

attributed directly to National Science undation-supported projects,

though there has been little discernable change in the manner in which

teachers organize classrooms or present new materials, and these latter

elements represenifd a major godl of the curriculum reformers. Some of

the change in content has been effected through influence on the major

publishers and, to a lesser degree, on state-level textbook-adoption

agencies.

-

The mass media have used evaluation of federally supported projects

to advance cerain ideas about a desirable curriculum, such as the use
L.

Follow Through data to create support for a "basics" curriculum.

As we have tried to point out, the Follow Through project was not

inaugurated for the purposes it later was requied to meet. The

federally supiloFted evaluation examined factors that loomed as important

1

only after the project had been in rogress for many years. Herein lies
1

another potentially important laIon. The time scale for public interest

in various education issues is not long. For a while, people are in-
. 4r

*terested in education of talented youngsters. A bit later, the focus may

shift to racial conflict and the poor. Still later, the mass media feature

stories about "joylessness" in classrooms, and later still the same writers

and reporterti are talking ahout the need to return to fundamentals.

78
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0 In such a climate, the teacher might be forgiven if he or she feels

whipsawed, disaffected, and even resentful. Teachers, we think, have

been highly desirous of responding to educatiolOal concerns featured in

the mass media, and they see themselves as having tried earnestly and

sometimes valiantly to meet the objectives that seem important at any

single time for the schools, but as they become confused and angry because

of the rapid chanie \iri`educational priorities, their resistance to-retternal

pressure becdmes somewhat stropget. W believe that one unanticipated

iesult of federal activit a the rriculum field has been a diminution

of confidence in teachers because lof public has.heard 'continually about

0

how the schools fall short, and well-publicized federal programs are

developed with a crusading, reformmentality that ciuestions the ability

(and sometimes the integrity) of ptactitioners. In turn, teachers

become more,resistant.to external pressure.

Furthermore,jpe have tried to point out that federal 7activity has

.created new, specialized roles in educaiton like evaluator, counselor,

and curriculum developer that have tended to limit the professional

range of the classroom teacher and therefore, in a sense, deprofessionalize

the traditional role by limiting the area for teacher judgment. The

result, to date, has(been to stress the didactic factors iri the role

of a teacher.

While'T role of the fedetal government in classroom practice is

limited And indirect, the influence of the government on research is

profound. The federal government has a strong influence indeed in deciding

what knowledge is generated and how it should be propagated. However,
'0

--hecause education priorities seem to shift rapidly and research and

4.41
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Aevelopment activities take many years, there often is a mismatch

between research results and the alleviation of pressing educational

problems. This problem may be getting worse. As the Congress demands

-research that "makes a difference", there is a tendency to suppprt

activities that show promise of rapid payoff. If the expected re'sults

in ever-shorter periods of time are not forthcoming, (politicians increase

their pressule. There is less opportunity for careful and 'reflective

studies that help to increase understanding of educational events.

It seems to us, in thinking about future federal policy, that it

might be well to examipe more carefully the potential of the federal

goverument'in influencing agencies that currently have responsibility

for curriCulumi, siTecifically textbook publishers and state-level

textbook adoption agenCies and that studieWimight be commissioned to

,provide additional knowledge about holl, selection committees operate

and how textbook publishers.design programs. Who serves on text-selection

committees? Who is chosen to develop textbooks? Why? How do commercial

pubiiihers view the market? What changes do state education agencies expect

as a result of textbook adoptions?

Further, might there not be direct associations between federal

agencies and these groups to provide analytic support for the critical

decisions that are made? What are the legal and ethical dimensions of

such relationships? Textbook houses exist to make a profit. What are

the prahlems, then,,in using public funds to make their products more

suitable in meeting nationally determined needs?

What about teachers? We hold to the view that biological imagery

80
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may be more useful in thinking

drawn from factory production.

the American educational system

about educational change'tban metaphors

There is enormous natural variation in

. At any instant, some teachers seem

relatively effective in responding to _the currently perceived priorities.

Other teachers seem less successful. Wh t are the factors _that seem to

characterize the more "adaptive" program? How might other teachers

become aware of and perhaps be influenced by such developments?

This view of educational change contrasts sharply with a tnentality

that requires freih and time-consuming development, then promolgakon

of the results at a time when priorities might have shifted, It suggests

instead a reasonably comprehensive monitoring of the educational system

such that practices that seem effective can' be identifted directly

and attempts initiated to understand elkem. In turn, this approach su gests

a federal role that is relatfVely passive, one of sustaining continu

description of existing practice, not exclusive y or even primarily
r

in terms of test scores that end to mask as iuch as they reveal, but

!

..e
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talso detailed portrayals of aching practice and classroom events fran

which can be drawn information of considerable potential use to other

teachers.

Al

To accompany such a sensing system, there might be consideration

given to periodic examinations of curriculum'issues by specially selected .

experts. Every five years, say; therelmight be an examination of the
I

mathematics curriculum with a view toward developing recommendations,

as was the case with the Cambridge Conference o4 Science and Mathematics.

For this purpose, some appropriate federal agency might work with the

kelevant professional association -- say, the National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics -- augmenting the group with prestigious individuals seen

(1,
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as representing public concerns.

Such a plan has the virtue of assuring regular review of the relation-

ship among national priorities, subject matter knowledge, and current

classroom practice. Depending on the

ribbon groups, commercial publishers,

accep5AAse, of reporta by such blue-
\

teacher organizations, and other
,*

influential.people might then strive to maki modifications in their

programs -- perhaps drawing on'federal Xunds ,to be used as incentives.

This type of approach to curriculum developient seems to honor both'\

legitimate national interedts and Vacal prerogatives.

IP

Another approach .that might be suggestive is the one inaugurated.with

support from the Carnegie Corporation to study issues in higher education.

A distinguished national commission under thq chairmanship of Clark' kerr

embarked on'an ambitious series of studies designed to illuminate idsuea.-

p.
-in the-rapidly changing field of higher education in 'the 1960s and early

# . .

70s. The reports had no'official standing, yet many of them proved highly

isuggegtive as colleges and universitie facing problems associated with

II

open enrollments "
, rinanding,.accreditation, etc. It may be desirible

44 fo consider the possibility of creating na4otia1 commissions that wou'ld

examine educatio1l issues beyond.the appropriate curriculum in particular
,

/
.1

subject matter.fields. What aboUt the goals of vocational education in
. .

American lecondary edudition, 'for example? Or Areign language edudation?

Or the arts?

The S4edes Ave prided themselves'on the use of s ecial commissions.
. 4 .

.
.

to develop consensus. A dksadvantage is thkt such commissions reflect
L

4

professional and establishment rat than public viewpoints. It is a

f
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4.

devil 8y which elites shape public views (Kogan,,1979; Kogan and

Packwood, 1974). The reports also can tend to be evangelical rather

. than analytic.

In Britain critics of national commissions, such aa.the PloOden

r
report, coiltend that such eports can only'aggregate a'nd articulate.

what the best schools are ing. If successful, they may create new

orthodoxies that supPit initiatives. Also, they often are direct

projections of government views: On the other hand, in times of grei!t

. ish
fragmentation, these disadyantages may be Outweighed by the commission's

A ,
stablizing and focusing effect.

, .

7

4Conceivabty a regularized process might minimize the dangers of

.,frenetic attempts to addkess serious problems during periods of raihdly

shifting values. Even if,s&ch a* procedure were not effective, it might

.in itself inject a stafifizing element in'American educational policy.

Currently, policy makers simply react to crisis. Perhaps such,behavior.

is an inevitable feature of our political system,. But perhapS, too, at

relatively small cost, Overnmental agencies can experiment with ap proaches
oltP

that have.less the characteristic of accusation and reform and more that

of reflection,,eptudy, and adaptation.

is clear.that 'we favor'strAtegies for edtication change that'aie
.

based to the maximum degree possible on teacher initiatives, apprcipriatelvak

infotm4by con'aiderations of pUbliO interest and national goals. We

6
are attracted"' nlso.tol`approaches thee show greatest promise ,pf en-

h-anc nglkhe stability ofta-complex system design-81g _to mw many
,

.go .some of wh' h, under analysis, are contradictory. . While we
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recogniie our social policy preferences and the ideology that undergirds

406 them, like most advocates of stability.w.e see the conclusions drawn in

It

4,

*

,CP

-

this ponograph and our recommendations aA realistic. Cycles of educational

reform seem neither to have produced many oeche intended changes nor

have they,enhanced the strength of the system. Modest initiatives

illuminated by evblutionary Very may be motre'effective in a large

and complex system than strategies that are directly interventionist.

p.

A
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